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ABSTRACT
GENERALIZED SPATIOTEMPORAL MODELING AND CAUSAL
INFERENCE FOR ASSESSING TREATMENT EFFECTS FOR
MULTIPLE GROUPS FOR ORDINAL OUTCOME
Soutik Ghosal
July 25, 2018
This dissertation consists of three projects and can be categorized in two broad
research areas: generalized spatiotemporal modeling and causal inference based on
observational data. In the rst project, I introduce a Bayesian hierarchical mixed
eect hurdle model with a nested random eect structure to model the count for
primary care providers and understand their spatial and temporal variation. This
study further enables us to identify the health professional shortage areas and the
possible impacting factors. In the second project, I have unied popular parametric
and nonparametric propensity score-based methods to assess the treatment eect of
multiple groups for ordinal outcome. I have conducted dierent simulation scenar-
ios and compared the performance of those methods. In the third project, I have
introduced a generalized spatiotemporal model to identify the antibiotic medication
overuse in Kentucky. In this project, I used the Medicaid data to understand the spa-
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1.1 Hierarchical Mixed Eect Hurdle Model for Time and Spatially Cor-
related Count Data and Its Application to Identifying Factors Im-
pacting Health Professional Shortages
Count data is common in many elds such as public health. Hurdle models have been
developed to model count data where zero count could be either inated or deated.
However, when data is repeatedly collected over time and the data is also spatially
correlated, it is very challenging to model the data appropriately. For example, to
study health professional shortage areas, the numbers of primary care physicians
along with other demographic characteristics are collected at county level in the USA
and over dierent years. Since the data is repeatedly collected over time, counties
are nested within the state, and adjacent counties are geographically correlated, the
dependence structure of the data is very complex. We develop a Bayesian hurdle
model with multi-layered random eects to incorporate this complex structure. We
use a time-varying random eect for each state to capture the time-eect at the state
level, and a thin plate spline to capture the spatial correlation across dierent counties.
We use Stan to obtain samples from the posterior distributions for inference. By using
the proposed model, we are able to identify the important factors which impact the
health professional shortages. Simulation studies also conrm the eectiveness of the
model.
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1.2 Comparisons of Average Treatment Eects for Multiple Groups when
Outcome is Ordinal and Confounding Exists
Ordinal data are very common in clinical elds, and it is very important to accurately
assess the average treatment eects from two or more treatments. Randomized con-
trolled trial (RCT) is considered as a gold standard to estimate the treatment eect.
Many popular parametric and non-parametric approaches are developed to assess the
treatment eect for RCT. However, RCT may not be always feasible due to ethics,
cost, and patients' preferences. With the availability of the observed data in natural
health care setting, estimating the average treatment eect based on the observational
studies becomes more practical. In the observational studies, the confounding covari-
ates often exist, and the statistical methods developed for RCT may not be suitable
anymore. In this project, we investigate parametric and non-parametric methods to
compare treatment eects among multiple groups when outcome is ordinal. We use
the superiority score as measure of a treatment eect between two groups. We ex-
tend the parametric approaches such as ordinal logistic regression and nonparametric
method such as adjusted U -statistic to compare the treatment eect in the presence
of confounding covariates. A case study is provided to study the eect of cadmium
and arsenic on chronic kidney disease based on the National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (NHANES) 2011-2014 data set.
1.3 Generalized Spatiotemporal Additive Model Implemented in R and
Its Application to Assessing Overuse of Antibiotics Drugs for Upper
Respiratory Tract Infections in Kentucky
Antibiotics are special types of antimicrobial drugs which are used in the treatment
and prevention of various bacterial infections. Over the year use of antibiotics has
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increased in the United States, especially in Kentucky. Kentucky has the second
highest antibiotic prescription rate in the entire nation. Recent studies have shown
that a signicant fraction of these prescriptions is unnecessary. For example, pa-
tients suer from upper respiratory tract infections (URI), which do not need to be
treated with antibiotics unless there are some chronic conditions or competing dis-
eases. However, based on Kentucky Medicaid data 2014-2016, more than 50% of the
visits with URI diagnosis had antibiotics prescriptions. In this study, we investigate
whether the antibiotic prescriptions for URI have varied geographically and whether
the antibiotic prescriptions have changed over time with possible seasonal variation.
We also investigate whether antibiotic prescription is related to demographics and
socio-economic conditions. We construct a generalized additive model (GAM) which
can be implemented in R and be used to address the study questions. We present the
GAM and the R-code in this study, and illustrate how to use the R-code to facilitate
the study of the overuse of the antibiotics prescriptions for URI.
3
CHAPTER 2
HIERARCHICAL MIXED EFFECT HURDLE MODEL FOR TIME
AND SPATIALLY CORRELATED COUNT DATA AND ITS
APPLICATION TO IDENTIFYING FACTORS IMPACTING
HEALTH PROFESSIONAL SHORTAGES
2.1 Introduction
Count data is common in many elds such as in public health and civil and industrial
engineering (Lord et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016). When count data
has an unusually large number of zeroes, traditional count models (i.e., log-linear
models) based on Poisson and Negative Binomial distributions fail to t the data
appropriately. When the number of observed zeros are beyond what Poisson model
or Negative Binomial distribution can describe, we call this zero-inated count data.
On the contrary, when the observed zeros are less than what a Poisson or Negative
Binomial distribution can describe, we call this zero deated count data. Two com-
monly used models to analyze zero-inated count data are zero-inated Poisson (ZIP)
model (Hur et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2006; Shankar et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2002) and
zero-inated Negative Binomial (ZINB) model (Lim et al., 2013; Mullahy, 1986; Yau
et al., 2003). In the zero-inated model, a zero could come either from a degener-
ated distribution at zero or from an ordinary count distribution, such as Poisson or
Negative Binomial distribution. ZIP model is one of the most used models for tting
zero-inated count data, however it becomes less eective if the data has a larger vari-
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ance than the expected mean value, which is known as the problem of overdispersion.
ZINB model is more eective for zero-inated count data with overdispersion. These
methods are suitable for zero-inated count data but not for zero-deated count data
(Ridout et al., 2001).
In the literature, the hurdle model has been developed to model data with ei-
ther zero-inated counts or zero-deated counts. The hurdle model uses a two-stage
modeling process. The rst stage models a binary variable of whether the count falls
below or above the hurdle (i.e., zero versus positive count), and the second stage
uses a truncated count distribution to model the observations above the hurdle. The
zeros under the hurdle can be more or less likely than would be predicted under the
(untruncated) count distribution. The popular distributions for the second stage are
truncated Poisson or Negative Binomial distributions, although other discrete dis-
tributions have been used as well (Angers and Biswas, 2003; Choo-Wosoba et al.,
2018; Xie et al., 2014). The hurdle model with truncated Poisson may not be ap-
propriate for count data with overdispersion, while the hurdle model with truncated
Negative Binomial distribution includes an overdisperion parameter and provides a
more exible choice.
The zero-inated and the hurdle models generally assume that the observations
are independent. When the observed count data are correlated and have excess zero
counts, zero-inated random eect models and zero-inated generalized estimating
equation (GEE) models are often used. The zero-inated random eect models use
random eects to capture the correlations of the observations from an experimental
unit (Hall, 2000; Min and Agresti, 2005), while the zero-inated GEE models (Dobbie
and Welsh, 2001; Hall and Zhang, 2004; Kong et al., 2015) use a correlation structure
matrix to capture the possible correlations of observations.
In our study of health professional shortage areas (HPSAs), the number of
primary care physicians in each county is considered as the outcome variable, which
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is collected yearly from 2007-2012. The county level characteristics which impact
the outcome variable include population size, average education level, poverty level,
racial makeup of the county, and others and are presented in Table 2.1. The data
exhibits a complex dependence structure. Counties are nested within states, and
adjacent counties are considered to be geographically correlated (Aktekin and Musal,
2015; Musal and Aktekin, 2013). Additionally, the observations from counties within
a state are likely to be impacted by state-level policies, and adjacent counties could
also be geographically correlated. Since the data are repeatedly collected over time,
the observations for a county over dierent years are not independent. With such
a complex data structure, the currently available zero-inated random eect models
and GEE models can not be directly applied. We do not have a priori knowledge
on whether to expect zero counts to inate or deate relative to the count model,
and we have independent interest in the factors that lead to counties with no medical
professionals; hence, a hurdle model is more appropriate than a zero-inated choice.
We rst consider the number of primary care physicians per county in log-scale
in Figure 2.1a. Due to the skewness, we plot the number of primary care physicians
on a log(x + 1) scale (natural logarithm) where the number of physicians in each
county is obtained from the mean of the counts from 2007-2012. Clearly, many areas
in the Great Plains and other central regions of the country have no or few physicians
per county, while coastal and other metropolitan areas contain counties with a high
number of physicians. We also plot the number of primary care physicians per 3500
residents to identify the health professional shortage areas in Figure 2.1b. Again,
many of the health professional shortage areas appear in the Great Plains region.
6.86% of the US counties are completely unserved by the medical community (zero
counts), and the median count of primary care physicians across the data is 12.
The maximum count is 9211 which indicates that the data may be overdispersed.
To model data with all these considerations, we develop a hierarchical mixed eect
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hurdle model for time and spatially correlated count data. In the model, we use a time-
varying random eect for each state to capture the dependence of the observations
from the same state across dierent years, and a thin-plate spline model to capture the
spatial correlation across adjacent counties. We assume that the number of primary
care physicians could be zero-inated for some areas with poor social economical
environment, and the count could be zero-deated for the areas with excellent social
economical environment.
2.2 Hierarchical mixed eect hurdle model
2.2.1 Model
Let us denote Yijk as the count (e.g., the number of primary care physicians) and
Xijk as the vector of covariates for the j
th county in the ith state and kth year, where
i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , ni; k = 1, . . . , T. We dene pijk as the probability that the
count Yijk is non-zero count (i.e., positive count):
Pr[Yijk > 0|Xijk] = pijk, (2.1)
and
Pr[Yijk = 0|Xijk] = 1− pijk . (2.2)
Let us assume that non-zero counts come from a truncated Negative Binomial
distribution, where the (untruncated) Negative Binomial distribution is parameter-




distribution for Yijk can be written as
P [Yijk = y|Xijk] =























, if y > 0.
(2.3)
We use a logistic regression model for pijk, and a log-linear model for the mean µijk
of the Negative Binomial distribution. The logistic regression model for the binary








ijkβ + a(s1ik + s2ij), (2.4)
and the log-linear model for counts is written as:
log(µijk) = X
′
ijkγ + s1ik + s2ij . (2.5)
Here, β and γ are xed eects for the binary model and the count model, respectively.
Note that T − 1 dummy variables for T dierent years are also included as part of
the xed eects to capture nationwide time eects. s1ik (i = 1, . . . , N ; k = 1, . . . , T )
is the random eect for the ith state at kth year to capture the heterogeneity due to
state and time variation, and s2ij (i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , ni) is the random eect for
the jth county in the ith state to capture the county-level (spatial) heterogeneity. For
a xed year k, s1ik describes the variation across states within k
th year beyond that
explained by the predictors in the xed eect components. For instance, state-wide
laws and policies that impact the number of doctors may be captured by these terms.
The vector s1i· = (s1i1, . . . , s1iT )
T captures the time eects across T years for ith
state, and an unstructured correlation for s1i· is assumed. By averaging the random
eects over time 1
T
∑T
k=1 s1ik, we can get an interpretable overall eect of i
th state
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(beyond what is captured in the xed eects) to compare across states.
We have shared the total random eect contribution (s1ik + s2ij) in the binary
model and count model because we expect that states/counties/year that are more
likely to produce a non-zero count are also more likely to produce a higher count. We
used the multiplying factor a in the binary model to rescale the random eects since
the magnitude on the logit link in equation (2.4) may dier from the log-link function
in equation (2.5).
We assume that the random eects for the ith state across the T time points
follow a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance Ψ. That is,
s1i· ∼ NT (0,Ψ), i = 1, . . . , N. (2.6)
Here Ψ is a T × T unstructured covariance matrix, in which the diagonal entries
capture the state-level variation across dierent time points, and the o-diagonal
entries capture the covariance of two observations from the same state but dierent
years.
The random eect s2ij (i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , ni) describes the county level
heterogeneity. We expect that the observations from adjacent counties are more cor-
related than the observations from counties far from each other. So we use thin-plate
splines to capture the county-level heterogeneity and to model the spatially correlated
data. To use the thin-plate spline technique, we rst chose L knots, τ1, τ2, . . . , τL,
where τl = (τl1 , τl2) represents the latitude and longitude of the l
th knot τl. Initially
those knots were selected by choosing combinations of 15 equidistant latitudes from
north to south, and 20 equidistant longitudes from east to west resulting in L = 300
equidistant locations in or close to the border of the United States. We then only
keep those locations for which there is at least one county center within 100 miles of
the knot locations, and we ended up having 211 knots (see Figure 2.2). For a county
whose center is at latitude and longitude w = (w1, w2), we use the following Gaussian
9




δ(w,τl), l = 1, . . . , L. (2.7)
Here, δ(w, τl) is the distance (in miles) between the county with the central location
at w and the knot τl. B is the bandwidth (Braun and Huang, 2005), which is taken as
a xed value. In the case study in Section 3 and simulation studies in Section 4, we
set B=50. Using the basis function in equation (2.7), we can write the county eect








where wij = (wij,1, wij,2), which is the central location of the j
th county in the ith
state, and Zij = (g1(wij), . . . , gL(wij))
′
is the vector of basis function values for the jth
county in the ith state. After selecting knot locations and bandwidth, Zij is calculated
from the observed data and xed throughout the analysis. The spline coecients
ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξL)
′
are unknown and need to be estimated from the data. ξ is usually
assumed to follow multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix
σ2ξI. If we denote the spline design matrix Z = (Z
′
ij) (i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , ni),
then the county level spatial random eect S2 = (s2ij) (i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , ni)
can be expressed as Zξ. Marginalizing over ξ, the joint distribution of the spatial




). An alternative option to model the county-level
correlation is to use county-level correlated random eects. However, we have found
this alternative approach is numerically unstable with some random eects diverging
to negative innity.
Note that variation among counties from dierent states are explained by S2,
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whereas variation across state and time are explained by S1 = (s1i·) (i = 1, . . . , N).
Hence, the overall random eect term S1 + S2 determines the dependence pattern
across years, across states, and across their counties. The covariance/correlation
between particular combinations of state/county/year can be determined from the
relevant elements of Ψ and σ2ξZZ
′
.
2.2.2 Bayesian estimation and inference
Let θ = (β,γ,Ψ, σ2ξ , a, φ) denote the parameters to be estimated. It is very chal-
lenging to obtain estimates for all the parameters in θ under a frequentist estimation
approach due to the diculty in approximating the marginalized likelihood which is
obtained from integrating out the random eects. Instead, we seek Bayesian approach
to obtain the estimates for all the parameters including random eects using an itera-
tive algorithm that does not require marginalizing out the random eects. We, there-
fore, assign a prior distribution for each parameter. We use relatively non-informative
priors for β and γ: γ ∼ MVN(0, 100Im×m) and β ∼ MVN(0, 100Im×m), where m
is the number of covariates specied in the model. For the random eect scaling
coecient, we use a ∼ N(0, 100). For the covariance matrix of the state-time random
eect S1, we use Ψ ∼ Inverse Wishart(ν,Σ), where ν = T + 1 and Σ = 1T IT×T with
T = 6. σξ, the standard deviation of the spline coecients, has a half-Cauchy prior
with scale of 0.1, which is common choice to induce some shrinkage of the regres-
sion coecients in hierarchical models (Gelman, 2006). For the NB overdispersion
parameter, we use a uniform prior on φ with wide support: φ ∼ Unif(0, 100).
Note that S1 = (s1ik) (i = 1, . . . , N ; k = 1, . . . , T ) denotes the set of state-time
eects and S2 = (s2ij) (i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , ni) the set of spatial/spline eects.
The posterior distribution for θ,S1 and S2 given Y = (yijk) (i = 1, . . . , N ; j =
1, . . . , ni; k = 1, . . . , T ) can be written as
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π(θ,S1,S2|Y ) ∝ f(Y |θ,S1,S2)f(S1|θ)f(S2|θ)π(θ)
= f(Y |θ,S1,S2)f(S1|Ψ)f(S2|σ2ξ )π(β)π(γ)π(σξ)π(Ψ)π(a)π(φ).
(2.8)
Here f(Y |θ,S1,S2) is the product of data-likelihood f(yijk|θ, s1ik, s2ijk) given by
equation (2.3). f(S1|Ψ) is given by the product of f(s1i·|Ψ) over index i where
f(s1i·|Ψ) = (2π)−
T
2 |Ψ|− 12 e− 12s1i·
′
Ψ−1s1i· . f(S2|σ2ξ ) is given by S2 = Zξ ∼MVN(0, σ2ξZZT ).
The rest in terms of π(·) are dened from their respective priors.
Sampling from the joint posterior distribution is implemented by the statistical
software Rstan which is the R interface to Stan (Carpenter et al., 2016). The Stan
language is used to carry out full Bayesian statistical inference using a Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo (HMC) scheme. Stan provides an automated platform for Bayesian
inference that only requires the user to input a hierarchical model structure, and
Stan develops a fast sampling scheme to provide posterior samples from the model.
When the dispersion parameter φ is included in the sampling in Stan from the
posterior distribution in equation (2.8), we found that the MCMC scheme tends to be
computationally burdensome, and the posterior commonly gets stuck in local modes.
Hence, we adopt a pseudo-empirical Bayes technique to estimate the dispersion pa-
rameter φ. To that end, we consider the marginal posterior π(φ|Y) for φ given the
data Y using a Newton-Raftery style estimator (Newton and Raftery, 1994). Letting
































f(Y|θ−, φ)−1 |Y, φ
]
, (2.9)
where the nal expectation is with respect to the posterior distribution π(θ−|Y, φ).
As the prior for φ is constant and the marginal likelihood of Y (i.e., m(Y)) does not





f(Y|θ−, φ)−1 |Y, φ
]}−1
.
Our proposed pseudo-empirical Bayes approach can be carried out by the
following multistage technique. In the rst stage, we use Stan to obtain a poste-
rior sample from the model with a xed dispersion parameter φ = φ(0). Typically,
we begin with φ(0) = 0, corresponding to the limiting case of the Poisson distribu-
tion. To maximize π(φ|Y), we replace the expectation E
[





f(Y|θ−, φ)−1 |Y, φ(0)
]
. This expectation can be approximated using the poste-
rior sample t with xed φ = φ(0), and we estimate the (un-normalized) marginal




















Here, l(θ−, φ|yijk) represents the log-likelihood for the parameters θ− and φ for ob-
servation yijk, and θ
(g)
− represents the parameter sample in the g
th MCMC iteration,
which has distribution θ
(g)
− ∼ π(θ−|Y, φ(0)) (g = 1, . . . , G). To update φ, we must
maximize (2.10), and we set φ = φ(1) to be this value.
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In the next stage, we again obtain an MCMC sample for θ− from Stan using
the hierarchical mixed Negative Binomial hurdle model with the xed dispersion
parameter at φ = φ(1). We re-estimate φ by maximizing (2.10) using this new posterior
sample from π(θ−|Y, φ(1)) and calling the maximum φ(2). In general, we continue in
this way multiple times the estimates of φ stabilize at a nal value φ̂. Our experience
indicates only two or three such steps are typically needed. Inference of the remaining
parameters in θ is based on the MCMC sample from the nal stage of φ estimation.
To simplify maximization of (2.10) in the intermediate steps, we often replace
the average over G iterations with an evaluation at the posterior mean θ̂−. This is
equivalent to nding the φ that maximizes l̂(φ|Y) =
∑
i,j,k l(θ̂−, φ|yijk). An illustra-
tion of the estimation of φ is shown in Appendix A.1.
To represent the precision of the φ estimates, we constructed a Wald type 95%
credible interval of form (φ̂− 1.96 ∗
√




φ is an estimate of
the variance of φ. The variance estimator is obtained by taking the negative inverse
of the 2nd derivative of the estimate of log π(φ|Y) (equation (2.10)) and evaluating it
at φ = φ̂. The numerical form of the variance is given in the Appendix A.1.
To improve the computational eciency, it is important to choose the initial
values carefully. The initial values at the rst (Poisson) stage for the xed eect
coecients β and γ are obtained respectively from the MLEs of a logistic model (for
the zeroes) and log-linear model (for the counts) ignoring the random eects. Since we
use multistage approach to estimate φ, we initialize the parameters in θ− in the later
stages by using the posterior sample from the previous Stan t. The 95% credible
interval for each parameter in θ− is constructed as 2.5% and 97.5% percentile of the
posterior samples.
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2.3 Case study on HPSA data
2.3.1 Data
It is generally known that access to health care is a strong predictor of physical health
(Andersen, 1995). In order to improve health care service, the Health Resources and
Services Administration (HRSA) (https://www.hrsa.gov/) established a criterion
for identifying health professional shortage areas (HPSAs). HPSA categorization is
calculated by the ratio of the number of primary care physicians to the population
size. An area is considered to be a primary care HPSA if the ratio is 1:3500 or less,
indicating an insucient capacity of existing primary care providers.
In this section, we apply our proposed model to identify the factors which may
impact the number of primary care physicians in a particular area. Although we do
not directly model whether an area is categorized as an HPSA, the factors in our
model associated with higher chances of zero primary care physicians and/or lower
counts of primary care physicians are likely to be the same factors associated with
HPSA shortages. In this section, we apply our proposed model to identify the factors
that impact the number of primary care physicians in a county. The data set has
information on the 48 contiguous states and the District of Columbia. There are 3105
counties or county equivalents in the data set with observations from years 2007 to
2012 resulting in 18,630 observations. The response variable is the number of physi-
cians at each county at a specied year. The data set also includes covariates such
as location characteristics (e.g., rural versus urban or suburban), population demo-
graphics (e.g., age, sex, race, and education) and local economic conditions (e.g., labor
force participation, unemployment rate, health insurance coverage, poverty level, and




We used Rstan to analyze the HPSA data by using the proposed model and estima-
tion procedure. To assist interpretation, all covariates are standardized to mean 0
and variance 1. In Rstan, we ran 3 parallel chains with 1000 iterations for each chain.
We discarded the rst 500 samples as burn-in in each chain resulting in 1500 total
samples for each parameter. The dispersion parameter φ stabilized in 3 steps and
the corresponding estimates are respectively 0.086, 0.087 and 0.087. To examine the
convergence within the nal MCMC sample, we monitored the potential scale reduc-
tion factor R̂ (Gelman and Rubin, 1992), as well as the trace plots for the xed eect
coecients. The initial stage of tting the Poisson model is computationally slow due
to inconsistency between Poisson model and the over-dispersed data. However, once
φ is xed at a convergent value, the computation takes about one-fourth of the time
of the initial Poisson stage.
The estimates of the xed parameters as well as their equal tail 95% posterior
intervals are presented in Table 2.2. Estimates whose 95% credible intervals (CI)
exclude zero are highlighted in bold, and the predictors whose CIs for both the bi-
nary and count models don't cover zero are also highlighted. From Table 2.2, the
population size of the county is strongly associated with the number of primary care
physicians. A one unit increase in the log-population corresponds to an adjusted
log-odds ratio of 3.91 for having at least one physician and a ve-fold (i.e., e1.687 ≈ 5)
increase in the number of primary care physicians for those counties with at least
one physician. Highly educated counties (large values of 18+ years education) and
counties with a medical school show strong positive associations with the presence of
and number of primary care providers. Other predictors that are positively associ-
ated with having more primary care physicians include the following: percentage of
African Americans, percentage of Hispanics, percentage of females, urban inuence
(i.e. how urban the county is), per capita income, percentage of 65+ older popula-
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tion, high birth rates, and high death rates. Interestingly, the percentage of Asian
population has a negative correlation to the outcome variable, although this may be
related to high correlation between predictors. Some variables were signicant in only
one of the models. For instance, elevated state income tax is associated with increase
of the number of non-zero counts, and elevated labor percentage with an increase in
the number of primary care physicians in the county. The estimates of the variance
components and their 95% credible intervals are presented in Table 2.2. The estimate
of the scale parameter a indicates that the random component has a larger impact
in the binary model than the count model. The estimate of Ψ which captures the
variation across states and years is given by
0.035 0.029 0.028 0.027 0.026 0.027
0.833 0.034 0.028 0.027 0.025 0.027
0.826 0.831 0.033 0.027 0.025 0.026
0.813 0.819 0.827 0.032 0.025 0.026
0.803 0.808 0.816 0.814 0.029 0.025
0.806 0.812 0.812 0.819 0.812 0.031

.
Here the entries in the upper triangle of the matrix are the estimated variance-
covariance matrix, and the elements in the lower triangle (in bold) are the corre-
sponding correlations. The high correlations in Ψ for the state-level random eects
s1i· indicate that the states with a higher/lower than predicted number of primary
care physicians tend to stay higher/lower throughout the study.
We present the summarized results in Figure 2.3 . Figure 2.3a displays the
estimated county level random eects described by the spline function resulted from
the estimated coecients ξ̂. Clearly, the states of North Dakota, Iowa, Maryland,
Virginia and southern region of Arizona have signicantly fewer doctors than ex-
pected from their xed eects. On the other hand, Nevada, the upper peninsula of
Michigan, and Maine have areas with more doctors. Figure 2.3b shows the average
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state-time random eect s̄1i·. We can see that the states with highly positive eects
are Nevada, Idaho, South Dakota, and Maine. The states with highly negative eects
are New Jersey, Louisiana, Minnesota, Montana, and Washington. Figure 2.3c shows
the overall location eect for each county based on the sum of the two random eects
(S1 + S2). Nevada, Idaho, South Dakota, and Nebraska all show positive location
eects, which may initially seem counter-intuitive given the small numbers shown in
Figures 2.1a and 2.1b. However, these are less likely to have none or fewer primary
care physicians relative to their county characteristics (population and other covari-
ates). On the other hand, North Dakota, much of the mid-Atlantic coast, and the
lower Mississippi River region have fewer physicians than expected. Finally, we also
show the expected county level counts per 3500 residents (Figure 2.3d) which are cal-
culated from the xed eects and random eects specied in the models in equations
(2.4) and (2.5). Comparing these with the observed counts in Figure 2.1a provides
a population-standardized visual for the goodness of t of the proposed model. We
further evaluate the adequacy of our model performance using the posterior predic-
tive ts, which are presented in Appendix A.2, indicating that the proposed model
provides a good t to the HPSA data.
2.4 Simulation study
We carried out simulation studies to examine the performance of our proposed model
and its estimation method. For simplicity, we consider a regional subset of the country
consisting of a rectangular collection of states covering portions of the Great Plains,
Midwest, and mid-Atlantic regions. Specically, we consider North Dakota, South
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michi-
gan, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Maryland,
and Virginia. We include 10 covariates as predictors: population size, median age,
Asian(%), native American(%), urban inuence, labor (%), per capita income, below
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poverty line (%), births per 1000, deaths per 1000, as well as indicators for the year.
The true data generating model is the negative binomial hurdle model introduced
previously. Values for the coecients were chosen to mimic the case study and can
be found in Table 2.3. The true Ψ matrix was taken to have equicorrelation structure
with correlation coecient of 0.9 and a variance of 0.03. The knots for the spline
basis functions were selected as before.
We generated data from the proposed hierarchical mixed eect hurdle model
and tted the data with the following four models:
1. NB-SP-ST: Negative binomial hurdle model with spline and state-time inter-
action, which is the full model described in Section 2.2.1.
2. NB-ST: Negative Binomial hurdle model with only state-time interaction,








ijkγ + s1ik. (2.12)
3. POI-SP-ST: Poisson hurdle model with spline and state-time interaction,
which is the same model as NB-SP-ST but with Poisson distribution assump-
tion for counts. The model structure is the same as NB-SP-ST, however the
dispersion parameter φ is set as 0.
4. POI-ST: Poisson hurdle model with only state-time interaction, which is the
same model as NB-ST but with the dispersion parameter φ xed as 0.
We generated 100 simulated data sets according to NB-SP-ST along with S1
and the coecients ξ given as in the case study in Section 2.3.2. We consider the same
estimation approach as detailed in Section 2.2.2. Note that when tting NB-SP-ST
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(or NB-SP), the rst stage involves tting POI-SP-ST (or POI-SP). To simplify, we
consider only one run of the second stage for NB dispersion parameter φ. Let the
estimated φ̂ = φ(2) be the maximizer of the log-likelihood function of equation (2.10)
after the rst t to the negative binomial distribution. At each stage, we run 3 parallel
chains for 500 iteration (discarding the rst 200 iterations for burn-in), yielding 900
posterior samples for inference.
Results under the four models are presented in Table 2.3. We report the
average estimate, bias, and mean squared error (MSE) for each parameter across the
100 replicated data sets. To summarize the accuracy within the model components,
we consider a loss function for the binary and count models dened by the sum of
squared errors for the xed eect coecients in the binary and count model specied
in Section 2.2.1.
From the Table 2.3, it is evident that our model NB-SP-ST performed the
best among the competitors, since the loss is minimized in our proposed model.
Although NB-SP-ST and POI-SP-ST have the same model for the binary component,
the estimates from the Negative Binomial model are better than those in the Poisson
model, due to the shared random eects between the count and binary models. The
loss of the count model under POI-SP-ST is 34% larger than that of under NB-SP-ST,
and missing the spatial component increases the loss from NB-SP-ST to NB-ST by
68%. The true value of φ is covered by the 95% Wald-type credible interval in 98 out
of the 100 simulated data sets, indicating appropriate coverage. In the NB-ST model,
the coverage of the true φ is 0% since the absence of the spatial components in this
model requires an inated φ to account for this unexplained variation.
We additionally carried out simulations when the data is generated under the
NB-ST and POI-SP-ST models, and the results are reported in Tables A1.1 and A1.2
in the Appendix A.3. Based on the simulation results, we conclude that the NB-SP-
ST displays the best performance, even if the true data generating model is simpler.
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In fact, NB-SP-ST has smaller loss than the true model in many cases.
2.5 Conclusion and discussion
In this work we have proposed a novel framework for modeling count data while
accounting for excessive zeros and both temporal and spatial correlations. We ac-
complish this through a hurdle model that uses logistic regression for the zero com-
ponent and a truncated negative binomial for the overdispersed positive counts. The
complex correlation structure is accommodated by pairing a spline model to describe
local/county-level deviations with a state-specic random eect that is correlated
across the multiple years.
As mentioned, one of the key challenges in this work is computational. The
use of Stan provides an accessible and automated software to sample from our model.
However, computing is still somewhat slow. As mentioned previously, it is particularly
problematic when the overdispersion φ is sampled. To avoid this issue, we develop
an empirical Bayes approach that estimates the overdispersion φ̂ by maximizing the
marginal posterior π(φ|Y). To represent the precision of this estimate, we propose a
Wald-style credible interval (see Appendix A.1).
In the application of the HPSA data, we model the number of primary care
physicians per county against a variety of representative covariates. As expected,
population is the most important driver of medical coverage, but a variety of other
demographic (racial and gender make-up), economic (income and poverty rate), and
medical factors (e.g., presence of medical school and birth and death rates) also play
important roles. Additionally, the estimated random eects and spline function can
be used to assess local and state-level dierences from those expected by the model.
Even though both represent largely rural areas, South Dakota and Nebraska are
shown to have more medical coverage than would be expected from their covariate
characteristics, compared to Mississippi and Louisiana which have fewer primary care
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physicians than expected. It would then be of interest to determine what factors
(beyond the predictors of our model) or public policies may explain this dierence
and explore how these could be used to increase coverage in these under served areas.
2.6 Tables and Figures




Total population size for all ages in a county (in natural logarithmic
scale)
Median age Median age of the population of the county
African-American(%) Percentage of the county population that is African-American
Asian(%) Percentage of the county population that is Asian
Native American(%) Percentage of the county population that is Native American
Hispanic(%) Percentage of the county population that is Hispanic
Years of education Median years of education of that county
Female(%) Percentage of the county population that is female
18+ years education(%) Percentage of the county population with 18+ years of education
Urban Scale measuring how urban a county is
Labor(%) Percentage of the county population participating in labor force
Unemployment rate(%) Percentage of that county population that is unemployed
Per capita income Per capita income of that county
Below poverty line(%) Percentage of the population living below the poverty line
No health insurance(%) Percentage of county population with no health insurance
65+ older(%) Percentage of county population that is 65 or older
Medical school
Indicator of at least one hospital(s) with a medical school aliation
in the county
Annual doctor's wage Mean annual doctor's wage in the state
State income tax rate State income tax rate of the state
Births per 1000 Number of births per 1000 population in the county
Deaths per 1000 Number of deaths per 1000 population in the county
Gambling Number of gambling facilities in the county
Boat marinas Number of boat marinas in the county
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Table 2.2: Fixed and random eect parameter estimates and their 95 % credible
intervals for binary and count models
Covariates
Binary Model Count Model







Intercept 5.684 5.278 6.166 2.614 2.552 2.679
Population size(log) 3.913 3.665 4.162 1.687 1.672 1.701
Median Age 0.090 -0.076 0.262 -0.030 -0.047 -0.015
African American(%) 0.147 0.040 0.262 0.053 0.040 0.067
Asian(%) -0.597 -0.847 -0.310 -0.039 -0.047 -0.030
Native American(%) -0.037 -0.115 0.039 -0.008 -0.020 0.004
Hispanic(%) 0.127 0.022 0.228 0.044 0.028 0.060
Years of education -0.169 -0.307 -0.032 0.000 -0.010 0.010
Female(%) 0.107 0.045 0.169 0.025 0.015 0.036
18+ years education(%) 0.777 0.606 0.953 0.284 0.272 0.297
Urban 0.318 0.214 0.420 0.097 0.086 0.110
Labor(%) 0.089 -0.006 0.186 0.076 0.063 0.089
Unemployment rate -0.124 -0.249 0.003 -0.014 -0.028 0.000
Per capita income 0.164 0.042 0.288 0.048 0.035 0.061
Below poverty line(%) -0.183 -0.313 -0.045 0.028 0.013 0.043
No health insurance(%) 0.124 0.016 0.236 -0.079 -0.096 -0.062
65+ older(%) 0.236 0.058 0.419 0.052 0.032 0.073
Medical school 1.013 0.418 1.600 0.242 0.225 0.260
Annual doctor's wage 0.092 -0.029 0.223 -0.001 -0.022 0.021
State income tax 0.253 0.089 0.419 0.014 -0.028 0.056
Births per 1000 0.357 0.244 0.465 0.098 0.085 0.111
Deaths per 1000 0.207 0.120 0.298 0.169 0.152 0.186
Gambling 0.139 -0.137 0.576 -0.010 -0.016 -0.005
Boat marinas 0.635 -0.582 3.031 -0.021 -0.027 -0.015
Year 2007 0.251 -0.157 0.675 0.046 -0.006 0.099
Year 2008 0.208 -0.135 0.571 0.012 -0.034 0.058
Year 2009 0.048 -0.255 0.368 0.018 -0.023 0.058
Year 2010 0.210 -0.114 0.526 0.043 0.004 0.081
Year 2011 0.045 -0.232 0.328 0.016 -0.022 0.056





* a 3.129 2.519 3.804 - - -
σξ - - - 0.449 0.390 0.512
φ - - - 0.0870 0.0841 0.0900

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) County level physicians on log-scale (b) County level physicians per 3500 per-
sons
Figure 2.1: Observed number of primary care physicians at county level (on the log-
scale) is shown in panel (a), and the observed number of primary care physicians per
3500 persons is shown in panel (b). If the observed number of primary care physicians
per 3500 persons is 6 or more, we label it as "5+".
Figure 2.2: The illustration of the selected knots
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(a) Random eects due to counties
(b) Random eects due to states
(c) Random eects due to both states and
counties
(d) Fitted county level physicians per
3500
Figure 2.3: Illustration of dierent location eects
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CHAPTER 3
COMPARISONS OF AVERAGE TREATMENT EFFECTS FOR
MULTIPLE GROUPS WHEN OUTCOME IS ORDINAL AND
CONFOUNDING EXISTS
3.1 Introduction
Ordinal outcome variables are very common in clinical studies. Accurately assess-
ing the treatment eects (ATE) from two or more treatment groups is important
for treatment selection and patients care. Randomized controlled trials (RCT) are
considered as gold standards to estimate ATE since RCT often implies the uncon-
foundedness (i.e., both observed and unobserved confounding are independent of the
treatment assignment) (Austin, 2011). The unconfoundedness also implies that all
the covariates (observed or unobserved) are balanced among dierent groups. The
popular parametric methods for ordinal outcome variables are ordinal cumulative link
models (Agresti, 2007, 2010; Ryu and Agresti, 2008), where the probability of the out-
come variable being less than a certain level is linked with the linear combination of
covariates via a cumulative distribution function (Agresti and Kateri, 2017). Two
commonly used ordinal cumulative link models are (1) the ordinal logistic regression
model where the link function is the cumulative logistic function and (2) the cumu-
lative probit model, where the link function is the cumulative normal distribution.
The most popular non-parametric method to compare two treatment groups for the
ordinal outcome is the Mann-Whitney U -statistic (Mann and Whitney, 1947), which
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assumes no confounding covariates. However RCT may not be always feasible due
to ethics, cost and patient preferences (Kang and Schafer, 2007; Robins et al., 1995).
On the other hand, with the availability of the observed data in natural health care
setting, estimating the treatment eect based on observational studies becomes more
practical. In the observational studies, the confounding covariates often exist, and
the statistical methods developed for RCT may not be suitable any more.
Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) introduced propensity score based methods to
estimate treatment eects between two groups based on observational data. The
propensity score technique mimics randomization procedure to balance covariates
when randomization is not made. Propensity score is dened as the conditional prob-
ability of receiving a treatment given all the covariates. The fundamental idea for the
propensity score based approach is that the response is independent of the treatment
assignment given the propensity score. Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983, 1985) showed
that propensity score based approach could remove all bias of the ATE estimate.
In randomized experiments, the true propensity scores are known and hence the
propensity score based methods are very ecient (Austin, 2011; Hirano et al., 2003).
In non-randomized experiments, propensity scores can be estimated using dierent
techniques: parametric model such as a logistic regression model or nonparametric
models such as random forests, bagging (Lee et al., 2010; McCarey et al., 2004),
and generalized boosting methods (Abdia et al., 2017). Once propensity score is es-
timated, various propensity score based methods such as matching (Heckman et al.,
1998; Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983), stratication (Rosenbaum, 1987; Rosenbaum
and Rubin, 1983) and inverse-probability of treatment weighting (IPW) (Austin and
Stuart, 2015; Hirano et al., 2003; Horvitz and Thompson, 1952; Robins et al., 1995)
have been used to estimate the average treatment eects.
When there are multiple treatment groups, Imbens (2000) proposed using gen-
eralized propensity score (GPS) to balance covariates and control confounding vari-
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ables. GPS can be estimated using parametric methods, such as multinomial logistic
regression model (Satten et al., 2018) or ordinal logistic regression model (Robins,
2000). GPS has also been estimated nonparametrically using machine learning meth-
ods such as bagging and generalized boosting methods (Abdia et al., 2017).
We investigate the GPS based ordinal cumulative link models and GPS ad-
justed U -statistics to compare treatment eects among multiple groups. We focus
on parametric approach to estimate GPS so that the asymptotic variance for the ad-
justed U -statistics can be constructed. GPS-based regression and stratication have
been investigated in estimating ATE when outcome is continuous variable. The inves-
tigation for GPS-based methods for estimating ATE is limited when the outcome is
ordinal variable. Some methods suitable for continuous outcome may not be suitable
any more for ordinal outcome. In this project, we use superiority score (Agresti and
Kateri, 2017) as a measure of treatment eect between two groups. We compare the
performance of parametric approach and GPS-based approaches by using extensive
simulations. Pros and cons are provided for each method. A case study is provided
to study the eect of cadmium and arsenic on chronic kidney disease based on the
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) 2011-2014 data set.
3.2 Data structure and cumulative link models
Let Y denote the ordinal outcome variable with C categories (i.e., Y ∈ {1, . . . , C}).
Let assume that there are N subjects in the sample. Xi, Yi, and Ti (i = 1, . . . , N)
denote respectively a vector of p confounding variables, the ordinal outcome variable,
and the treatment status for the ith subject in the study sample. Let us assume
that there areM treatment groups, and Ti = t if ith subject gets the tth treatment,
where t ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M− 1}. Using the potential outcome notations (Rubin, 1974)
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forM = 2, we can write the observed outcome Yi as
Yi = TiY
(1)






i , if Ti = 0,
Y
(1)




i is the potential outcome when the i
th subject is in control group, and Y
(1)
i





i are C-category ordinal variable. However, only one of the potential outcomes
is observed depending on the treatment received. For M > 2, using the potential










i , if Ti = 0,
Y
(1)








i denotes the potential outcome if i
th subject were treated with tth treat-
ment (t = 0, 1, · · · ,M− 1). However, we assume that one subject only receives one
treatment which corresponds the treatment assigned. Let nt denotes the number of
observations from group t, Yi is the observed outcome for the i
th subject, we have
N(= n0 + n1 + . . . + nM−1) observations in total. In general, to test the treatment
eects forM groups we can constructM− 1 contrasts and test theM− 1 contrasts
simultaneously.
3.2.1 Estimand for ATE for ordinal outcome
When outcome variable is ordinal, superiority score has been proposed as a measure
of treatment eect for two groups (Agresti and Kateri, 2017). Let assume Y (0) and
Y (1) as two potential outcomes under control and treatment group respectively. The
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stochastic superiority score of Y (1) over Y (0) (Klotz, 1966; Kruskal, 1957; Vargha and
Delaney, 1998) is dened as
γ = P (Y (0) < Y (1)) +
1
2
P (Y (0) = Y (1)), (3.3)
where the term P (Y (0) = Y (1)) adjusts for ties. Note that the form of γ in (3.3) is
closely related to the Wilcoxon kernel (Wilcoxon, 1945). If the outcome variable is
continuous, then P [Y (0) = Y (1)] = 0, resulting in γ = P (Y (0) < Y (1)).
Under the null hypothesis that there is no treatment eect, we have γ = 1
2
.
The hypothesis test on whether there is a treatment eect for two groups is equivalent
to test H0 : γ =
1
2
versus H1 : γ 6= 12 . γ >
1
2
indicates that Y (1) is stochastically
superior than Y (0). To estimate the superiority score and test for the hypotheses,
both parametric and non-parametric methods are proposed.
3.2.2 Parametric approaches to estimate ATE
In this section, we introduce the parametric models for ordinal outcomes using the
cumulative link models (Agresti and Kateri, 2017). The cumulative link models can be
expressed via a continuous latent variable. Let Y denote an ordinal response variable
with C possible outcomes, and Y ∗ a continuous latent variable associated with Y . Y
could be dened via the latent variable Y ∗ and the C −1 cut points (α1, α2, . . . , αC−1)
with α1 < α2 < . . . < αC−1. That is,
Y =

1 if Y ∗ ≤ α1;
2 if α1 < Y
∗ ≤ α2;
. . .
C − 1 if αC−2 < Y ∗ ≤ αC−1;
C if Y ∗ > αC−1.
(3.4)
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Agresti and Kateri (2017) assumed that the latent variable Y ∗ follows a certain con-
tinuous distribution with mean τT +X
′
δx and variance 1, where X = (X1, . . . , Xp)
′
are the explanatory variables with regression coecients δx = (δ1, . . . , δp)
′
, T is
a binary variable indicating whether the subject is in treatment or control group.
(Y ∗ − τT − X ′δx) has a cumulative distribution function (CDF) F(·) with mean 0
and variance 1. From equation (3.4) we have,
P [Y ≤ j|X,T ] = P [Y ∗ ≤ αj|X,T ]
= P [Y ∗ − τT −X ′δx ≤ αj − τT −X
′
δx]
= F(αj − τT −X
′
δx).
Hence, the cumulative link models can be written as
F−1(P [Y ≤ j|X,T ]) = αj − τT −X
′
δx, j = 1, . . . , C − 1. (3.5)
Theoretically, the link function F−1 could be the inverse function of any CDF
of a continuous variable. The commonly used link functions are probit and logit link
functions. The probit link function F is taken as the CDF of a standard normal
distribution (i.e., F = Φ). With probit link function, equation (3.5) becomes
Φ−1(P [Y ≤ j|X,T ]) = αj − τT −X
′
δx, j = 1, . . . , C − 1.
Hence for probit model, the superiority score, say γprobit, has the form
γprobit = P (Y
(0)∗ < Y (1)∗|X,T ) = P
[


























that Y (1)∗ − Y (0)∗ ∼ N (τ, 2). The parameters (α1, . . . , αC−1, δx, τ) can be estimated







If we take the link function as logit link function, i.e., F(x) = ex
1+ex
, then
equation (3.5) becomes the ordinal logistic regression model:
log
(
P [Y ≤ j|X,T ]
1− P [Y ≤ j|X,T ]
)
= αj − τT −X
′
δx, j = 1, . . . , C − 1.
Under logistic regression model, the superiority score doesn't have a closed from.










The cumulative link models could be extended to examine the treatment eect
among multiple treatment groups by using the following form:
F−1(P [Y ≤ j|X,T ]) = αj − τ1T (1) − . . .− τM−1T (M−1) −X
′
δx, j = 1, . . . , C − 1.
(3.9)
Here T (1), . . . , T (M−1) are dummy variables to indicate the treatment assignment
groups. T (t) = 1 if the subject comes from treatment group t, and T (t) = 0 otherwise
(t ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M− 1}). Here we set control group as reference group. The other op-
tions for specifyingM−1 variables to theM treatment groups are also feasible, which
are not detailed here. Under the model (3.9), testing whether there is any treatment
eect is equivalent as testingH0 : τ1 = . . . = τM−1 = 0 vsHa : at least one τt is not 0.
The comparison between group t and t
′
can be made via comparing τt and τt′ . Here
τ0 is set as 0. Although the complementary log-log link function can also be applied
to model the ordinal outcome, we focus only on cumulative logit model and probit
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model for their popularity.
3.3 Proposed GPS-based approaches
3.3.1 Generalized propensity score (GPS) models
In multiple treatment setting, generalized propensity score (GPS) could be estimated
using parameter methods and machine learning methods. Here we focus on paramet-
ric methods. One of the popular parametric methods is using multinomial logistic
regression (Imbens, 2000; Satten et al., 2018):
log
{
P [T = t|X = x]




β(t), for t = 1, . . . ,M− 1. (3.10)
Here the parameters involved are β =
(
β(1), . . . , β(M−1)
)
, which includes (M− 1)×
(p+ 1) parameters.




P [T < t|X = x]




β, for t = 1, . . . ,M− 1. (3.11)
Here the parameters are β = (β01, . . . , β0M−1, β), which includes (M− 1 + p) param-
eters. The GPS specied in equation (3.11) is more attainable when the number of
treatment group is large. This specication in (3.11) also makes it feasible to stratify
the subjects into dierent strata so that the superiority score between any two groups
within the same strata can be estimated. β in model (3.10) and model (3.11) can be
obtained by solving the estimating equations of the form
n∑
i=1
Si(β) = 0, (3.12)
where Si(β) is the score function of β from the i







|β=β̂. The forms of Si(β), when treatment is generated from
multinomial logistic regression model (3.10) or ordinal logistic regression model (3.11),
are provided in Appendix A.5.
3.3.2 Adjusted U -Statistic for ordinal outcome
U -statistics are used quite often to compare the distributions of response among two
or multiple treatment groups (Kruskal, 1957; Mann and Whitney, 1947). The most
simplied U -statistic to compare distributions of two groups (e.g., control versus











where K(Yi, Yj) = I(Yi < Yj) +
1
2
I(Yi = Yj), for estimating the superiority score.
U -statistics are very general and can be used for ordinal categorical non-numeric
response. However the classic U -statistics can't account for confounding covariates,
which may lead to large biased estimate for treatment eect. Satten et al. (2018)
proposed adjusted U -statistics to estimate association or treatment eect with GPS
estimated by multinomial logistic regression model. However, the performance of U -
statistic in estimating superiority score for ordinal outcome has not been evaluated
in particular, when the GPS is estimated by ordinal logistic regression model. In the
following, we construct the inverse probability weighted (IPW) U -statistics and derive
their asymptotic variances, where GPS can be estimated using either multinomial
regression model or ordinal logit model.
Once GPS is estimated, IPW technique is applied to weight each observation
into the equivalent size in the study sample. That is, the weight of the ith subject
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w(xi, ti;β) is dened as
w(xi, ti;β) =
1
P [T = ti|X = xi;β]
, (i = 1, · · · , N). (3.14)
Thus, the two-sample (e.g., group t versus group t
′






















w(xi, ti; β̂) and
∑
j:Tj=t
′ w(xj, tj; β̂), respectively, could be considered
as the pseudo sample size (Robins, 2000) of group t and t
′
in the entire sample. Let
denote,




















′ w(xj, tj; β̂).


















w̃t′ (xj, tj; β̂)
}
. (3.18)
Equation (3.18) can be considered as the weighted kernel (Satten et al., 2018). Al-
though Satten et al. (2018) laid the general framework for weighted U -statistics, we
provide the novel application of this general work to estimate treatment eects of











. By following the derivation presented in Satten
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ωβ(xi, xj, ti, tj;β)





∂ logw(xj ,tj ;β)
∂β
)
. In particular, when GPS





P [T = t|X = Xi,β]− I{ti=t}
)
Xi, (t = 1, . . . ,M− 1)
. When GPS is estimated by ordinal logistic regression in (3.11), the form of ∂ logw(xi,ti;β)
∂β




a has an asymptot-
ically normal distribution with mean w = 1
2
and asymptotically variance given as,
v̂ = ntσ̂
2



















To examine the treatment eect between group t and group t
′
, we can estimate
the superiority score and construct its 95% condence interval. To test the null
hypothesis that there is no dierence between group t and group t
′
, we can construct





To test the null hypothesis that the distribution of Y from dierent groups are the
same, we may constructM− 1 linearly independent contrasts. For example, we may
consider the comparison of distribution of Y in group t (t 6= 0) versus control group









One may also consider Kruskal-Wallis test in the form specied as Satten et al. (2018)
as group t versus all other group for t = 1, . . . ,M − 1 or Jonkheere-Terpstra as
groups (0, . . . , t) versus (t + 1, . . . ,M− 1) for t = 0, . . . ,M− 2. However, the two
specications don't provide superiority score for group comparisons. Thus, we use
the (M− 1) U -statistics in equation (3.21) to test the overall treatment eect and
provide the pairwise comparisons. Similar to equation (3.19), the (M−1) U -statistics
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Satten et al. (2018) established the asymptotic normality for Ua. That is, Ua is
asymptotically normally distributed with mean µ and variance V :
√
N (Ua − µ) ∼MVN(0, V ).
Under the null hypothesis that there is no group dierence amongM groups,
each component of Ua has a mean 12 and variance as dened in (3.20). The covariance





































































































































Wald test (Test statistic: W = (Ua − µ)
′
V −1 (Ua − µ)) can be used to test whether
there are treatment dierence among the M groups. However, we found the test
statistic using the covariance (3.22) leads to larger actual size than the nominal size
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0.05 under the null hypothesize. We propose using bootstrap sampling to obtain the
variance matrix, then apply the Wald test. The bootstrap method for estimating
variance matrix can be carried out by the following steps:
Step 1: Draw N indices from {1, 2, . . . , N} with replacement and obtain the boot-
strap sample by selecting those indexed rows from the original data.
Step 2: Calculate the adjusted U -statistic in (3.21) using the bootstrap sampled.
Step 3: Repeat Step 1 and Step 2, say 200 times, and obtain 200 adjusted U -
statistics.
Step 4: Calculate the empirical variance of the 200 estimated U -statistics, which is
considered as the variance estimate of the U -statistic Ua.
3.3.3 GPS-based regression
GPS-based regression and stratication have been popular for estimating ATE for
two groups when outcome is continuous. Yang et al. (2016) extended GPS-based
stratication to multiple groups for continuous outcomes, which can not be directly
applied to estimate superiority score for ordinal outcome. We propose GPS-based
regression and stratication approach to estimate ATE when outcome is ordinal. We
assume that the GPS is estimated by the ordinal logistic regression model in (3.11).
We take X
′
β̂ as the basic building block for regression and stratication. Without
loss of generality, let denote ê = X
′
β̂. The GPS-based regression uses GPS, say ê,
instead of the covariates in the parametric models specied in Section 3.2.2. GPS has
been referred as a dimension reduction tool (Guo, 2010). In GPS-based regression
methods, we t a cumulative link model as given in equation (3.9) but with control
of ê instead of the covariates:
F−1(P [Y ≤ j|X,T ]) = αj− τ1T (2)− . . .− τM−1T (M)− δê, j = 1, . . . , C −1. (3.23)
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Estimation of superiority score and testing of hypothesis of treatment eect follow
the same procedure as described in Section 3.2.2. When the number of covariates
is large, we expect that the GPS-based regression performs better than the regular
parametric model.
3.3.4 GPS-based stratication
We propose GPS-based stratication by using the GPS estimated from ordinal logit
model (3.11). GPS is considered as a balance score. We divide the entire data in
multiple strata, say S = 5, based on the quantiles of GPS (say ê). Within each stra-
tum, we hope that the covariates from dierent treatment groups become balanced.
The GPS-based stratication are carried out by the following steps:
Step 1: Estimate the GPS based on the ordinal logistic model in (3.11). Form S
strata based on the sample quantiles of ê.
Step 2: At sth stratum, estimate the superiority score (say, γ̂
(s)
tt′
) between tth and t
′th
treatment groups where t 6= t′ and t, t′ ∈ {0, . . . ,M− 1}.







), which are obtained from the Hoeding projection.
Step 4: Calculate the overall estimate of the superiority score between tth and t
′th




, where Ns is the sample size of s
th stratum, and N is the total







In Step 2, the superiority scores can be estimated parametrically or nonpara-
metrically using U -statistics. In the simulation and case study, we have used stratied
U -statistic to estimate the superiority score. The superiority score between tth and
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i I(Ti = t, Si = s)
1∑
j I(Tj = t






P (Yi < Yj)+
1
2




′ ∈ {0, . . . ,M− 1}, and t 6= t′ .
3.3.5 Covariate balances
In practice, it is essential to check whether the GPS balances the covariates among
dierent treatment groups. The popular metric for checking the balance of covariates
is the absolute standardized mean dierences (ASMD) (McCarey et al., 2013). The








where Xp and σ̂p, respectively, denote the unweighted mean and standard devia-





, is the weighted average of pth covariate for the subjects from tth
treatment group using weights wi (i = 1, . . . , N). The weights are dened as the
inverse of the probability of the treatment the subject received. The overall balance




The pth covariate is considered to be balanced if ASMDp ≤ 0.1. The covariate
balance for the original data can be calculated using the same metric but with weight
wi = 1. Since we use either the ordinal logistic regression or multinomial regression
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to estimate GPS, we have two choices of wi. The balance of the covariates resulted
from dierent GPS estimation methods can provide information on which GPS-based
method provides a better balance of covariates.
3.4 Simulation studies
To examine the performance of the proposed methods as well as existing methods
for estimating ATE for ordinal outcome, we constructed multiple simulation settings
under treatment groups M = 4 and response categories C = 4. The treatment
assignment is generated from one of the two models:
GPS1: Ordinal logistic regression model
log
P [T ≤ t|X]
P [T > t|X]
= αt + X
′
β, t = 0, 1, 2. (3.25)
GPS2: Multinomial regression model
log
P [T = t|X]
P [T = 0|X]
= αt + X
′
βt, t = 1, 2, 3. (3.26)
With the two GPS models, we are able to examine how the estimated GPS impacts
the accuracy of the ATE estimates. We also generated the ordinal outcome from one
of the following three models:
OR1: The outcome was generated from the ordinal logistic regression model:
log
{
P [Y (t) ≤ k|X, T ]
P [Y (t) > k|X, T ]
}
= αk − τ1T (1) − τ2T (2) − τ3T (3) − X
′
δ, for k = 1, 2, 3.
(3.27)
Here (α1, α2, α3) are chosen as (− log(3), 0, log(3)) so that the probability of
occurrence of each level of response is same.
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OR2: The outcome was generated from the probit regression model:
Φ−1 (P [Y (t) ≤ k|X, T ]) = αk − τ1T (1) − τ2T (2) − τ3T (3) − X
′
δ, for k = 1, 2, 3.
(3.28)
OR3: The outcome was generated from a mixture distribution of the Box-cox family




Ft(Xi, Ti)I{Ti = t}, (3.29)
where Ft(Xi, Ti) = F (αk + τt +Xδ;λt), and F is the CDF of the Box-cox family
(Guerrero and Johnson, 1982) of the following form
F (x;λ) =

0, if x < −1
λ







, if 1 + λx > 0, λ 6= 0;
1, if x > −1
λ
, λ < 0.
(3.30)
Here λt = 1 + τt, and (α1, α2, α3) is set such that the probabilities of occurrence
at four levels of responses as (02,0.2,0.2,0.4).
3.4.1 Simulation scenarios
In this section, we carry out extensive simulations to examine the performance of
dierent methods when treatment is generated from one of the two models (GPS1
and GPS2), and outcome is generated from one of the three models (OR1, OR2, and
OR3). Under each combination of GPS-model and outcome model, we generated
1000 simulated data. For each simulated data, we carried out hypothesis test and
estimated ATE (i.e., superiority score). The simulation procedure is described below:
Step 1: Generate a sample of size N (say N = 5000) for the covariates, say X =
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(X1, X2, . . . , X12), where (X1, . . . , X6) ∼ MVN(0˜,Σ1) and (X7, . . . , X12) ∼
MVN(0˜,Σ2), where Σ1 =

1 ρ1 ρ1 . . . ρ1










1 ρ2 ρ2 . . . ρ2






ρ2 ρ2 ρ2 . . . 1

,
ρ1 = 0.1, and ρ2 = 0.2.
Step 2: Generate treatment assignments based on either the ordinal logistic model
(GPS1) or the multinomial regression model (GPS2). In the ordinal logistic
regression model, the covariate parameter β is set as (-0.1, -0.2, -0.3, -0.3, -
0.2, -0.1, 0, 0, 0). In the multinomial regression model we set the vectors of













−0.1 −0.1 −0.1 0 0 0 −0.1 −0.1 −0.1 0 0 0
−0.1 −0.1 −0.1 0 0 0 −0.1 −0.1 −0.1 0 0 0
−0.1 −0.1 −0.1 0 0 0 −0.1 −0.1 −0.1 0 0 0

Step 3: Generate outcome for each observed X and T by one of the three outcome
models (i.e., OR1, OR2, and OR3). In each model, we set δ =(0.1, -0.2, -0.3,
-0.2, -0.3, -0.1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and set (τ2, τ3, τ4) = (c, 2c, 3c). Here c reects the
magnitude of the treatment eect and c is set as a sequence from 0 to 1 with
0.05 increment.
Step 4: Construct the test statistic to test whether there is treatment eect, and
estimate the superiority score for each comparison based on each method.
Step 5: Repeat Step 1 through Step 4 1000 times.
We summarize the simulation result by (1) calculating the percentage of rejection
under the null hypothesis that there is no treatment eect among theM groups; (2)
calculating the average of the estimated superiority score for each pair of treatment
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groups; (3) calculating the mean of the standard error estimate for each superiority
score, as well as the empirical standard deviation for each of the 1000 estimated
superiority score.
3.4.2 Simulation results
We rst reported the simulation results on the overall signicant test when the treat-
ment assignment was generated from ordinal logistic regression model and the out-
come was generated from one of the outcome models (Table 3.1). All the GPS-based
methods, parametric or adjusted U -statistics, all have the actual sizes close to the
nominal size 0.05. However the size from the unadjusted U -statistic is far o from
the nominal size 0.05. We also plotted the power curves of all dierent methods in
Figure 3.1. The parametric methods seem to have higher power than the adjusted
U -statistics for testing the treatment eects.
However, when comparing the superiority scores, the estimates from the GPS
based parametric methods have large biases. Figures 3.2, 3.4, and 3.6 show the
biases from the true superiority scores under dierent models, when the response are
generated from Boxcox (Figure 3.2), logit (Figure 3.4) and probit models (Figure
3.6) respectively. It is clear that the bias under parametric models increases as the
treatment eect increases. On the other hand, the mean square errors (Figures 3.3,
3.5, 3.7) using the GPS adjusted U -statistic methods are the lowest. The regular
nonparametric method has large biases for estimating the superiority scores.
We also ran simulations when the treatment was generated from multinomial
regression (i.e., equation (3.26)) and for highly correlated covariates. The simulation
results are provided in Appendix A.4, which are similar to what we got for weakly
correlated covariates. From the simulation results presented in this section and in
Appendix A.4, we conclude that the estimation of superiority scores from ordinal cu-
mulative regression or GPS-based ordinal cumulative regression are biased no matter
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how powerful the associated test statistics are. Such bias may be due to the strong
assumption on variance by Agresti and Kateri (2017). Based on our simulation study,
when there is no treatment eect, the parametric models successfully estimates the
superiority scores. However, as the treatment eect increased, the parametric models
led to increased bias regardless what the treatment and response generating models
were. On the other hand, the adjusted U -statistics resulted in nearly unbiased esti-
mates. The biases incurred using stratied U -statistic are much smaller than those
from the parametric models. However, the estimates from the stratied U -statistic
are not as good as the adjusted U -statistic models. We conclude that the regular
and GPS based parametric models are powerful tools to test the treatment eect.
However, to quantify the treatment eect, the adjusted U -statistics are better choices
for ordinal outcome.
3.5 Case Study
In this section we apply the methods described in Section 3.3 to the National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) 2011-2014 data. The goal of this case
study is to investigate whether toxic metals such as cadmium and inorganic arsenic
are potential risk factors for the chronic kidney disease (CKD). CKD is a condition
characterized by a gradual loss of kidney function over time, which is dened based
on the urine albumin to creatinine ratio (ACR) and glomerular ltration rate (GFR)
(Levey et al., 2002). GFR is estimated based on serum creatinine, age, race, and
sex of the subject using the CKD Epidemiology (CKD-EPI) equation (Levey et al.,
2009):
eGFR = 141×min(Scr/k, 1)α ×max(Scr/k, 1)−1.209 × 0.993Age × 1.018 [if female]×
1.018 [if African American] , (3.31)
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where Scr is serum creatinine in mg/dL, k is 0.7 for females and 0.9 for males, α is
-0.329 for females and -0.411 for males. High albumin in urine (i.e., large ACR) is
an early sign of kidney damage, and low eGFR indicates impaired kidney function.
Based on dierent values of ACR and eGFR, the prognosis of CKD can be classied
as four dierent levels: very high-risk CKD, high-risk CKD, moderate-risk CKD, and
no CKD (see Figure 3.8).
Cadmium and arsenic are toxic metals that have wide distributions in the
environment, known to damage multiple organs even at lower levels of exposure.
Cadmium can cause signicant damage to kidneys (Adams et al., 1969; Garçon et al.,
2007). Inorganic arsenic is known to be associated with renal injury (Giberson et al.,
1976; Ratnaike, 2003; Vaziri et al., 1980). The co-exposure of cadmium and arsenic
is believed to cause more pronounced renal toxicity than exposure to each of the
agents alone. We hypothesize that high level of arsenic and cadmium exposures are
associated with high prognosis of CKD. We consider four exposure groups: low arsenic
and low cadmium (low-low), low arsenic and high cadmium (low-high), high arsenic
and low cadmium (high-low), and high arsenic and high cadmium (high-high). We
categorize exposure of each metal as low if the amount of it in each subject is less than
the 67th percentile of the entire sample, otherwise we categorize it as high exposure.
To examine the association between metal exposure and CKD, we control the
demographic information: sex, age, race, marital status, education level, hypertension
status. We obtained 3181 subjects who had complete information on demographics
and metal exposure. Observed frequencies based on toxic metal exposure and risk of
CKD are presented in Table 3.2. From Table 3.2, regardless the level of arsenic, the
percentages of people with no risk of CKD are lower when cadmium levels are higher.
It seems that cadmium level is associated with risk of CKD. We performed the χ2-test,
which indicates that the risk of CKD is signicantly associated with arsenic-cadmium
exposure (p < 0.01). In particular, high level of cadmium exposure is associated with
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higher rate of risk of CKD.
We also summarized the demographic information across dierent exposure
groups in Table 3.3. From Table 3.3, we observe that high cadmium exposure group
tends to include older people. We also observe that almost all demographic variables
are signicantly dierent among the four exposure groups. The ordinal logistic model
by regressing CDK risk status on metal exposure and demographic variables indicate
that age, hypertension status, and education level are signicant for CKD status.
Age is found to be signicantly associated with CKD (OR=0.956, p-value < 0.001),
hypertension is also found to be detrimental towards the worse outcome of CKD
(OR=0.601, p-value < 0.001). Education level is found to be protective to the risk
of CKD (OR=1.655, p-value < 0.001).
The observed association between risk of toxic metal exposures and CKD (Ta-
ble 3.2) maybe misleading. We applied the proposed GPS-based methods to examine
the association between toxic metal exposure and risk of CKD with control of con-
founding variables. Table 3.4 summarizes the test statistic for whether there are
group dierences, also the estimates of the superiority scores between two groups and
the associated p-values on whether the superiority scores are 0.5. From Table 3.4,
based on dierent methods, the conclusions for the association between toxic metal
exposure and the risk of CKD are dierent. One way to examine which method is
more suitable is to examine the balance of confounding covariates.
We rst calculated the average standardized mean dierence (ASMD) for the
original observed data (see Figure 3.9). Then we calculated ASMD using the weights
obtained from multinomial model and ordinal logistic model. From Figure 3.9, the
GPS calculated from ordinal logistic model failed to balance the covariates properly.
On the other hand, the GPS from the multinomial regression have balanced the
covariates (i.e. ASMD < 0.1 for all confounding variables). The parametric models
are unable to compute the superiority score correctly. Therefore, in this case study,
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we draw conclusion based on adjusted U -statistics where the GPS was obtained from
the multinomial regression. From Table 3.4 we conclude that we did not nd any
signicant association between cadmium-arsenic exposure and risk of CKD.
3.6 Conclusion and discussion
This study unies popular parametric and nonparametric GPS-based approaches to
estimate ATE when response is ordinal. To assess the treatment eects of multiple
groups we propose using superiority scores. The simulation results under dierent
scenarios exhibited the supremacy of the adjusted U -statistics. The adjusted U -
statistics showed better performance in estimating the superiority scores with lower
mean squared error. The parametric models, despite how powerful they are, incurred
large bias due to strong variance assumption. The case study is a perfect example to
portray how important the covariate balance is. Since the true nature of treatment
eect is unknown, it is essential to draw conclusion based on the right model chosen
by the covariate balance. The case study didn't show any signicant association of
cadmium and arsenic exposure on the prognosis of CKD status.
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3.7 Tables and Figures
Table 3.1: Rejection rate for the overall test for dierent methods, where the treat-
ment assignment was generated from OLR, and outcome variable was generated from





GPS regression (logit) 0.054 0.044 0.043
GPS regression (probit) 0.055 0.042 0.043
Parametric regression (logit) 0.049 0.055 0.051
Parametric regression (probit) 0.051 0.055 0.049
Adjusted U (Multinomial) 0.053 0.056 0.053
Adjusted U (OLR) 0.060 0.051 0.056
Unadjusted U (KW) 0.783 0.996 0.864
Table 3.2: Observed frequency based on toxic metal exposure and the risk of CKD
Arsenic & Response Levels (i.e. risk of CKD)
Cadmium Very high-risk High-risk Moderate-risk No CKD
Low-Low 26 (1.97%) 29 (2.2%) 108 (8.18%) 1158 (87.66%)
Low-High 26 (3.33%) 31 (3.97%) 125 (16.03%) 598 (76.67%)
High-Low 11 (2.58%) 6 (1.41%) 27 (6.34%) 382 (89.67%)
High-High 15 (2.29%) 21 (3.21%) 85 (13%) 533 (81.5%)




Low-Low Low-High High-Low High-High p-value
N=1321 N=780 N=426 N=654
Continuous variables Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Age 43.87 (16.97) 56.16 (15.26) 39.97 (16.18) 52.89 (16.56) <0.001
Categorical Variables n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)
Sex = Male 636 (48.1%) 350 (44.9%) 263 (61.7%) 340 (52.0%) <0.001
Race= White 639 (48.4%) 359 (46.0%) 129 (30.3%) 177 (27.1%) <0.001
Race= Black 229 (17.3%) 212 (27.2%) 81 (19.0%) 176 (26.9%) <0.001
Hispanic = Yes 296 (22.4%) 143 (18.3%) 114 (26.8%) 136 (20.8%) 0.006
Education Level= High 1087 (82.3%) 559 (71.7%) 350 (82.2%) 488 (74.6%) <0.001
Married=Yes 640 (48.4%) 391 (50.1%) 212 (49.8%) 348 (53.2%) 0.263
Hypertension = Yes 444 (33.6%) 346 (44.4%) 125 (29.3%) 248 (37.9%) <0.001
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Table 3.4: Superiority score estimates
Unadj. U Adj. U (Multi.) Adj. U (OLR) Strat. U Strat. GPS Reg. (Logit) GPS reg. (Logit)
Overall Test Stat. p Test Stat. p Test Stat. p Test Stat. p Test Stat. p Test Stat. p
test 55.82 <0.001 1.79 0.616 38.40 <0.001 - - - - 34.63 <0.001
Sup. score Est. p Est. p Est. p Est. p Est. p Est. p
γ01 0.45 0.040 0.49 0.214 0.45 <0.001 0.46 0.170 0.42 0.117 0.40 0.016
γ02 0.51 0.738 0.49 0.616 0.52 0.027 0.52 0.602 0.55 0.467 0.55 0.404
γ03 0.47 0.260 0.50 0.969 0.49 0.289 0.49 0.667 0.47 0.603 0.48 0.661
γ12 0.56 0.024 0.50 0.798 0.57 <0.001 0.55 0.082 0.62 <0.001 0.65 <0.001
γ23 0.46 0.260 0.51 0.646 0.47 0.004 0.47 0.445 0.43 0.083 0.43 <0.001















































































(c) Response from Probit
model



















































GPS strat. reg. (logit)
































(f) Bias for γ13
Figure 3.2: Bias plot for superiority scores when outcome was from Boxcox model















































GPS strat. reg. (logit)






























(f) MSE for γ13
Figure 3.3: MSE plot for superiority scores when outcome was from Boxcox model











































GPS strat. reg. (logit)




























(f) Bias for γ13
Figure 3.4: Bias plot for superiority scores when outcome was from ordinal logit







































GPS strat. reg. (logit)


























(f) MSE for γ13
Figure 3.5: MSE plot for superiority scores when outcome was from ordinal logit











































GPS strat. reg. (logit)




























(f) Bias for γ13
Figure 3.6: Bias plot for superiority scores when outcome was from ordinal probit











































GPS strat. reg. (logit)




























(f) MSE for γ13
Figure 3.7: MSE plot for superiority scores when outcome was from probit model and
treatment was generated from ordinal logit model
Figure 3.8: CKD prognostic status based on ACR and eGFR (Image taken from
Levey and Coresh (2012))
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GENERALIZED SPATIOTEMPORAL ADDITIVE MODEL
IMPLEMENTED IN R AND ITS APPLICATION TO ASSESSING
OVERUSE OF ANTIBIOTICS DRUGS FOR UPPER RESPIRATORY
TRACT INFECTIONS IN KENTUCKY
4.1 Introduction
Spatiotemporal data are data collected over time across space. Spatiotemporal data
are very common in various elds such as climate science, social sciences, neuroscience,
epidemiology and public health (Kang et al., 2011; Meliker et al., 2005; Peuquet and
Duan, 1995). Analyzing spatiotemporal data is more challenging than analyzing
purely spatial or time series data. However spatiotemporal data have the advantages
that allow us to simultaneously study the time eect and geographic variation, if
analysis and modeling are done appropriately.
Generalized linear model (GLM) is commonly used to model the relationship
between the response and the covariates when the response follows exponential family
of distributions (McCullagh, 1989; Nelder and Baker, 1972; Nelder and Wedderburn,
1972). In GLM, a parametric mean function of the response is used to link with the
linear combination of the covariates. However, if the relationship between the covari-
ates and the response variable is complicated, the GLM approach becomes inadequate
(Fang and Chan, 2014). The generalized additive models (GAM) (Hastie and Tibshi-
rani, 1986) extends the GLM by introducing more exible nonparametric functionals
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of the covariates, thus GAM can be used to model complex relationship between the
response variable and covariates. In this study, we introduce Fourier functions are in-
troduced to the GAM (Kong et al., 2012) to model time trend and seasonal variation,
and we introduce thin-plate splines to model geographical variations.
The statistical model and analysis developed here are to investigate the an-
tibiotic overuse. Antibiotics are antimicrobial drugs which are targeted to prevent
the growth of bacteria. Antibiotics can neither prevent the growth of viruses (that
cause common cold or inuenza) nor reduce the course of acute illness caused by
the viruses (Alumran et al., 2012; Soyka et al., 1975). However. the use of an-
tibiotics as antiviral agents still remains high over the past decade, which not only
increases medical cost but also increases the risk of life threatening adverse eects
and microbial resistance (Gonzales et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 2012). The adverse
side-eects of antibiotic overuse include gastrointestinal eects, drowsiness, diarrhea,
and hyperactivity (Alumran et al., 2012). Studies have shown that upper respiratory
tract infection (URI) is one of the virus borne acute infections, which don't need to
be treated with antibiotics (Snow et al., 2001; Watson et al., 1999). URI is a viral
syndrome of fever, rhinorrhea, cough and usually self-limiting in nature (Alumran
et al., 2012; Soyka et al., 1975). Hence, prescribing antibiotics to the patients diag-
nosed with URI has no benecial eect, rather harmful. Yet physicians around the
world continue to prescribe antibiotics to treat viral URI (Mainous III and Hueston,
1998). Studies have showed that young children aged between 5-11 years are more
prone to get antibiotic prescription for URI (Hicks et al., 2015; Nyquist et al., 1998).
In 2015-2016, Kentucky had the highest overall antibiotics prescription rate (1281
prescriptions per 1000 persons) (Hicks et al., 2015).
To reduce the antibiotic misuse, it is important to identify the regions and risk
factors for the misuse. In this project we develop a GAM which can not only capture
the time trend and seasonal variation, but also model the geographic variation. We
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present the proposed model along with the R-code in Section 4.2. We applied the
proposed model to investigate antibiotic overuse in Section 4.3. The last section is
devoted to a discussion.
4.2 Generalized spatiotemporal additive model
In this section, we present the proposed GAM to capture the time eect and geo-
graphic variation. We consider the outcome variable as binary outcome (e.g., antibi-
otic overuse or not). The approach proposed here can be applied to count data (as-
suming Poisson distribution) and continuous data (assuming Gaussian distribution)
which can be implemented with dierent link function using gam or bam functions
from the mgcv package.
Let assume that there are N medical visits from 2014 to 2016, with URI
diagnosis but not having other concurrent medical conditions and competing diseases.





1, if there is antibiotic prescription for ith visit;
0, otherwise
Here i = 1, . . . , N . The goal of this study is to examine whether the antibiotic overuse
has time trend and whether the antibiotic overuse is associated with geographic vari-
ation, and demographic and socio-economic variables.
Let denote X
(t)
i as the time elapsed in month since the start date (e.g., X
(t)
i =1
if the ith visit is in January 2014; X
(t)
i =2 if the i
th visit is in February 2014, and
etc.), X
(loc)

































, as continuous demographic information and the socio-economic
variables. Then the proposed GAM has the following form:
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Here β in the term X
(D)
i β is used to capture the eect of the categorical demo-
graphic variables; fj(X
(C)
ij ) is estimated nonparametrically using cubic splines, cap-





is estimated by thin-plate splines, which is used to capture the geographic varia-



















is used to capture seasonal variation.
The gam function in mgcv package can be used to estimate the parameters and
functions specied in the proposed GAM. In addition, model diagnoses and signif-
icance of each term can be obtained. A parsimonious model could be obtained for
nal interpretation.
4.3 Study of antibiotic overuse based on Kentucky Medicaid data
4.3.1 Background and data set
For the case study, we used the data from Kentucky Medicaid database from Jan-
uary 2014 to December 2016. Medicaid is a joint federal and state program that
covers a wide range of health-related services and serves people who have limited
nancial resources and have diverse health care needs (Mainous III and Hueston,
1998). The Kentucky Medicaid data set contains information of beneciaries who
are insured by Kentucky Medicaid and have seen a doctor at least once in some
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place in Kentucky. The data set contains three components: medical visit data le,
pharmacy claim data le, and enrollment data le. Medical visit data le contains
records of medical visits, diagnosis codes, information related to tests performed
and medical providers. Pharmacy data le contains records of prescribed medica-
tion and pharmacy provider information, and date of services. Enrollment data le
contains primarily demographic information of enrolled patients such as name, sex,
age, race and foster care status. These data les can be linked together with pa-
tient identication number. In this study, we investigated the antibiotic overuse
on children aged between 3 months to 17 years old and diagnosed with URI using
Kentucky Medicaid data for years 2014-2016. The patients who met the above re-
strictions but were diagnosed with chronic and competing diseases are excluded. In
order to appropriately identify the antibiotics overuse, we followed the restrictions
provided by the healthcare eectiveness data and information set (HEDIS) (http:
//www.ncqa.org/hedis-quality-measurement). In addition, we include the health
resource variable, the number of pediatricians per 10000 population in a county from
the health resources and services administration data (https://www.hrsa.gov/). We
also include the zip code level socio-economic covariates such as unemployment rate
and percentage of poverty which are obtained from American FactFinder website
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml.
For the categorical covariates, we have demographic variables such as gender,
race of the patient (white, black or other), medical region where the patient resides,
and provider identication numbers. The continuous variables include age of the
patient at visit, number of pediatricians per 10000 persons in a county where the
patient resides, and percentage of poverty and unemployment rate in a zip code where
the patient resides. The nal data set includes 334254 visits of pediatric population
of age between 3 months and 17 years, insured by Medicaid and diagnosed with URI
but without other competing diseases.
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We dene an antibiotic prescription for URI as overuse if a patient is diagnosed
with URI but without other concurrent chronic conditions and competing diseases.
We hypothesize that the antibiotic overuse is associated with socioeconomic status
and geographic areas. There are 8 dierent medicaid managed care organizations
(MCO) regions in KY (Figure 4.1). We investigate whether there are variations
among diferent regions, even more granular, among dierent counties and zip code
levels. As a secondary objective of this project, we also intend to identify the medical
providers who contribute to the antibiotic overuse signicantly.
4.3.2 Analysis and results
To understand the spatial pattern of zip code level antibiotics overuse in Kentucky,
we plot the average antibiotic prescriptions per child for each zip code in Figure
4.2. Comparing Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.1, it is clear that medical regions 1 and
2 have higher prevalence of antibiotic overuse than other regions. Moreover, the
variability of the overuse within each region across dierent zip codes supports our
hypothesis that there are signicant variation of antibiotic overuse across dierent zip
code levels within the same region. We have also summarized the demographic and
socio-economic variables in Table 4.1.
We have used R to perform the analyses. The popular function to t GAM is
gam() from the mgcv package. The function bam() from the same package is more
suitable for handling large data sets. The estimated parameters obtained from the
bam() output are presented in Table 4.2.
From Table 4.2, we can see that gender is not signicant for antibiotic overuse.
Race is signicantly associated with antibiotic overuse and African American children
are more prone to get antibiotic prescriptions. Patients from medical regions 1, 2,
and 3 are more prone to get antibiotic overuse.
The complex relationships between continuous variables (e.g., age in months,
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percentage of poverty level) and antibiotic overuse are shown in Figure 4.3. From
Figure 4.3a, we can see that patients with age less than 50 months are more suscepti-
ble to get antibiotic overuse. Figure 4.3b indicates that patients from region with low
percentage of poverty (i.e., rich areas) are more likely to receive antibiotic prescrip-
tions for URI. On the other hand, the number of pediatricians per 10000 population
at county level and the unemployment rate at zip code level are not associated with
the antibiotic overuse.
Figure 4.4 demonstrates the temporal variation of antibiotic overuse. The steep
downward slope in Figure 4.4a indicates that the antibiotic overuse has decreased
signicantly from 2014 through 2016. Figure 4.4b indicates that the antibiotic overuse
takes a peak around June, which makes more sense since the season from April-June
is the season of allergy, and children tend to be infected with diseases caused by air
borne viruses. The overall trend in Figure 4.4c indicates that the antibiotic overuse
has declined in Kentucky.
Table 4.3 provides the information of top 20 (ranked based on estimated odds
ratio) health care providers and their observed percentages of antibiotic prescriptions
to the children diagnosed with URI. From Table 4.3, it is clear that all of these
providers prescribed antibiotics almost every time for the patients diagnosed with
URI, indicating that more education and training may be needed for these providers.
4.4 Conclusion and discussion
In this project, we have proposed an approach using GAM to address the spatial and
seasonal variability of the response. We used bam() function since we had a large
number of observations.
There are some limitations related to this study. Since the population is only
from the Kentucky Medicaid database, the ndings obtained from the data analysis
may not be generalized to the entire Kentucky population. We modeled the spatial
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variation in the zip code level so that the variation of antibiotic overuse can be
identied not only in medical regions but also within each zip code. However the
data set had 31 zip codes which had small number (i.e., less than 10) of observations
to depict the complete picture. Even the Medicaid data had its own aws. The
pharmacy claims data does not have a variable/indicator to associate with the medical
claims. Hence it becomes challenging to ensure the linkage between the medication
with the associated diagnosis. We have followed HEDIS guidelines to link medical
claims with pharmacy claims assuming that the date of pharmacy visit should be
within 3 days of the medical visit. This 3 day window is a subjective choice and
might not ensure the perfect linking between medical claims and pharmacy claims
data.
Despite the limitations of the model and the aws of the data, the results
obtained from the model portrays the reality. The descending overall trend of the
antibiotic overuse implies that the awareness is increasing. On one hand, we see
that the children are at high risk of getting unnecessary antibiotics prescription. On
the other hand, we see that there are so many health care providers (Table 4.3)
who prescribe unnecessary antibiotics prescriptions. This may be due to the fact
that the antibiotic overuse prescription could come from the physicians who provide
care for children but are not trained as pediatricians (Nyquist et al., 1998), or due
to the unrealistic expectations and pressure from the patient family (Snow et al.,
2001). In summary, the awareness is required to grow, education and training should
target both physicians and the parents in order to improve the antibiotic prescribing
practices (Nyquist et al., 1998).
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4.5 Tables and Figures
Table 4.1: Summarized description of covariates across levels of antibiotic overuse
No antibiotic overuse Antibiotic overuse
p value
N=136938 (40.97%) N=197316 (59.03%)
Continuous variables Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Age 78.48 (61.08) 77.96 (60.61) 0.016
Pediatrician count (per 10000) 1.33 (1.13) 1.01 (0.99) <0.001
Unemployment rate 9.96 (5.25) 10.17 (5.83) <0.001
Percentage of poverty 22.38 (9.69) 23.56 (9.84) <0.001
Categorical variables N (%) N (%)
Sex = Male 69190 (50.5%) 99329 (50.3%) 0.291
Race <0.001
White 103053 (75.3%) 157988 (80.1%)
Black 12591 (9.2%) 11707 (5.9%)
Others 21294 (15.6%) 27621 (14.0%)
Medical Regions <0.001
Region 1 5702 (4.2%) 13436 (6.8%)
Region 2 12164 (8.9%) 23147 (11.7%)
Region 3 33093 (24.2%) 25572 (13.0%)
Region 4 17793 (13.0%) 36562 (18.5%)
Region 5 22986 (16.8%) 24589 (12.5%)
Region 6 6565 (4.8%) 6960 (3.5%)
Region 7 10225 (7.5%) 11641 (5.9%)
Region 8 28410 (20.7%) 55409 (28.1%)
Year <0.001
2014 44753 (32.7%) 78264 (39.7%)
2015 46560 (34.0%) 72868 (36.9%)
2016 45625 (33.3%) 46184 (23.4%)
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Table 4.2: Estimated association between antibiotics overuse and sex, race, and med-
ical regions
Variables Odds Ratio Lower CI Upper CI p-value
Sex
Female 0.996 0.988 1.004 0.297
Male 1.004 0.996 1.012 0.297
Race
Black 1.065 1.050 1.081 <0.001
Others 0.911 0.891 0.932 <0.001
White 1.030 1.012 1.048 0.001
Medical Regions
Region 1 1.484 1.168 1.886 0.001
Region 2 1.259 1.100 1.441 0.001
Region 3 1.228 1.115 1.353 <0.001
Region 4 0.901 0.825 0.983 0.020
Region 5 0.786 0.721 0.857 <0.001
Region 6 0.778 0.659 0.919 0.003
Region 7 1.011 0.901 1.135 0.853
Region 8 0.782 0.707 0.866 <0.001
Table 4.3: The top 20 health care providers who prescribed antibiotics for patients
diagnosed with URI
ID OR Observed % Frequency
*******818 404.90 0.995 193
*******925 234.73 0.991 107
*******445 146.22 0.980 50
*******488 137.44 0.975 81
*******093 135.76 0.982 283
*******865 131.79 0.981 53
*******301 117.15 0.976 85
*******154 104.26 0.990 99
*******272 99.01 0.967 30
*******538 93.62 0.969 32
*******786 90.56 0.986 73
*******159 89.36 0.989 92
*******303 83.08 0.972 692
*******791 73.65 0.982 54
*******367 71.49 0.974 39
*******306 70.04 0.973 73
*******707 68.46 0.959 221
*******115 67.85 0.973 74
*******630 66.37 0.962 26
*******700 66.16 0.966 59
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Figure 4.1: KY Medicaid MCO regions (Image taken from Marton et al. (2016))
Figure 4.2: Fraction of antibiotic overuse across dierent zip codes for children diag-
nosed with URI based on 2014-2016 Kentucky Medicaid data
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(a) Antibiotic overuse vs age (p <0.001)
























(b) Antibiotic overuse vs poverty level (p
<0.001)
























(c) Antibiotic overuse vs pediatricians
counts (p=0.085)



























(d) Antibiotic overuse vs unemployment rate
(p=0.279)
Figure 4.3: The complex association between antibiotic overuse and (a) age in months;













































































































(c) Overall time eect
Figure 4.4: Illustration of time trend and seasonal variation
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This section includes the additional gures and tables in Chapter 2.
A.1 Estimate and variance of φ
Estimate of φ
As discussed in Section 2.2.2, we have used multistage approach to estimate the
dispersion parameter φ. Figure A1.1a illustrates the approximated marginal posterior
function (i.e., l̂(φ|Y)) of φ based on θ− obtained from Poisson model and observed
data, where the maximum of φ is 0.096, represented by the dotted line. Figure A1.1b
depicts the marginal posterior function of φ based θ− obtained from the NB model
















Optimum value of φ for Poisson fit
(a) Initial estimate of φ̂ based on the ap-


















Optimum value of φ for NB fit
(b) Final estimate of φ̂ based on the
marginal posterior function of φ
Figure A1.1: Estimation of φ using two-stage approach
Variance of φ
To obtain the Wald-style credible interval, we need the observed information Iobs for
φ from the posterior π(φ|Y). This is obtained by evaluating − d2
dφ2
log π(φ|Y) at the




log π̂(φ|Y) ≈ d
dφ
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The variance of the overdispersion parameter φ is estimated by ŝ2φ = 1/Iobs,
and the 95% credible interval is constructed by φ̂± 1.96
√
ŝ2φ.
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f3 = ν1 + ν2,


























































the double Gamma function, and Γ3(x) =
d2
dx2
log(Γ(x)) is the triple Gamma function.
A.2 Model checking and validation
A common method for Bayesian model validation is to compare replicated data sets
drawn from the posterior predictive distribution to the real data (Gelman et al.,
2013). Let y(r) be the rth replicated data set, r = 1, . . . , R, which comes from
p(yrep | y) =
∫
p(yrep | θ)π(θ | y) dθ. If the chosen model p(y | θ) appropriately
describes the data, then the replicated data set y(r) will be similar to the real data.
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To investigate this, the analyst will select a typically univariate summary statistic
t(y) that captures an important feature of the model and compare the distribution
of t(Y rep) to the observed value t(y). If t(y) is near the mode (or within the 95%
interval) of t(Y rep), then we conclude the data model provides a good t to the real
data (at least in terms of the features described by the choice of t(·)).
To that end, we select 6 summary statistics tk(y), k = 1, . . . , 6, to represent key
features of the data and our model structure. As shown in Section 2.3.2, population
size plays a dominant role in the number of primary care physicians. Therefore, we
base some of our summary statistics on a population standardized version of the data
ỹ by letting ỹijk be yijk divided by the year k population of county j of state i. This
leads to an overall reduction in the noise of the data sets and better allows us to
inspect the features of the model. Of the six summary statistics, the rst three are
chosen to assess the goodness of the overall t of the model to the data and the nal
three are chosen to validate our spatial/temporal dependence model. The chosen
summary statistics are as follows:
1. t1(y) = t1(ỹ) = ỹ··· is the mean of the population-standardized primary care
physicians counts. That is the average per capita number of primary care
physicians across the nation.
2. t2(y) consider the median of the (unstandardized) yijk.
3. t3(y) is the proportion of responses yijk that are zero.
4. t4(y) = t4(ỹ) compares the similarity of the per-capita counts within states.
t4(y) is the ratio of the variance of ỹi·· (average per capita count for state i
across all counties and all years) to the overall variance of the ỹijk.
5. t5(y) = t5(ỹ) considers the portion of the variability explained by the spatial
component. For each county j we determine the knot l = l(i, j) that is closest
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to it, and let zl be the average of ỹijk of all counties with l = l(i, j). The statistic
t5(y) is the ratio of the variance of zl to the variance of ỹijk.
6. t6(y) = t6(ỹ) is the same as t4(y) except that we consider ỹi·k, the average per
capita count for state i in year k averaged across all counties.
We generate R = 1500 replicated data sets and plot the histograms of tk(Y
rep) in
Figure A1.2. The corresponding value tk(y) for the true data is shown in the dashed
line. All six values of tk(y) are contained in the 95% intervals of tk(Y
rep), and with
the possible exception of t6(y), they are close to the mode. Therefore, we conclude





















































































































































































































































A.3 Additional simulation results
Recall from Section 2.4, we explored two additional simulations studies. In Table
A1.1, the true data generating model is NB-ST, and in Table A1.2, the true model
is POI-SP-ST. As shown in Table A1.1, the performance of our proposed NB-SP-ST
model and the true NB-ST model is mostly indistinguishable. There is some evidence
that in the count model NB-SP-ST may be better than NB-ST. In Table A1.2 where
the true model is Poisson, our NB-SP-ST model eectively estimates φ to be the
limiting value near 0 and achieves estimation loss equivalently to, or slightly better



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This section includes the additional gures and tables in Chapter 3.
A.4 Other simulation results for ordinal outcome
Treatment generated from multinomial regression model
In this section, we reported the simulation results when the treatment was gener-
ated from the multinomial regression model. Similar to Section 3.4.2, the response
was generated under three dierent regression models. The sizes of the overall tests
under null hypothesis are given in Table A1.3 which shows that the actual size of
the adjusted U -statistic is close to the nominal size when the GPS estimating model
is correctly specied. We varied the treatment eect τ , and the power curves for
dierent methods are reported in Figure A1.3. From Figure A1.3, it is clear that
the adjusted U -statistics under correct specication of GPS has similar power curves
as the parametric models. We also plotted the biases for estimating the superiority
scores in Figures A1.4-A1.6 when response variable was generated from Boxcox, logit
and probit models, respectively. The performances of the adjusted U -statistics are
better than that of parametric models and regular U -statistics.
Table A1.3: Rejection rate for the overall test for dierent methods where the treat-
ment assignment was generated from multinomial regression model, and outcome
variable was generated from ordinal logit model (OR1), probit model (OR2), and




GPS regression (logit) 0.047 0.036 0.050
GPS regression (probit) 0.05 0.036 0.046
Parametric regression (logit ) 0.054 0.047 0.058
Parametric regression (probit ) 0.054 0.052 0.058
Adjusted U (Multinomial) 0.055 0.052 0.052
Adjusted U (OLR) 0.081 0.112 0.078















































































(c) Probit response model
Figure A1.3: The power curves for testing overall eect for all methods when treat-






















































GPS strat. reg. (logit)


































(f) Bias for γ13
Figure A1.4: Bias plot for superiority scores when response was generated from Box-







































GPS strat. reg. (logit)


























(f) Bias for γ13
Figure A1.5: Bias plot for superiority scores when response was generated from logit











































GPS strat. reg. (logit)




























(f) Bias for γ13
Figure A1.6: Bias plot for superiority scores when response was generated from probit
model and treatment was generated from multinomial regression
Simulation results when the correlation between confounding variables is
high
We also carried out simulations when the covariates are highly correlated. We have
generated the same number of covariates as in Section 3.4.1 but with (ρ1, ρ2) =
(0.5, 0.6). Figures A1.7-A1.9 demonstrate the bias plots for estimation of all supe-
riority scores when the the treatment was generated from ordinal logistic regression
model and the response was generated respectively from the Box-cox, logit, and probit
model. Figures A1.10-A1.12 show the bias plots for estimation of superiority scores
when the treatment was generated from multinomial regression model and response















































GPS strat. reg. (logit)






























(f) Bias for γ13
Figure A1.7: Bias plot for superiority scores when response was generated from Box-












































GPS strat. reg. (logit)




























(f) Bias for γ13
Figure A1.8: Bias plot for superiority scores when response was generated from ordinal
logit model, treatment was generated from ordinal logit model, and confounding







































GPS strat. reg. (logit)


























(f) Bias for γ13
Figure A1.9: Bias plot for superiority scores when response was generated from probit












































GPS strat. reg. (logit)




























(f) Bias for γ13
Figure A1.10: Bias plot for superiority scores when response was generated from
Boxcox model, treatment was generated from multinomial logistic regression model,











































GPS strat. reg. (logit)




























(f) Bias for γ13
Figure A1.11: Bias plot for superiority scores when response was generated from
ordinal logistic regression model, treatment was generated from multinomial logistic







































GPS strat. reg. (logit)


























(f) Bias for γ13
Figure A1.12: Bias plot for superiority scores when response was generated from
probit model, treatment was generated from multinomial logistic regression model,
and confounding variables are highly correlated
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A.5 Score functions used in adjusted U -statistic
The score functions and the relevant derivatives used to construct adjusted U -statistics
are presented here when the GPS is estimated using either multinomial regression or
cumulative ordinal logistic regression respectively.
GPS estimated by multinomial regression model
When multinomial regression is used to estimate GPS, from
log
(
P [T = k|X]
P [T = 1|X]
)
= Xβ(k) (k = 1, . . . ,M− 1),
we obtain





















(k = 1, . . . ,M− 1).
Let denote tik as 1 if i
th subject receives treatment k. The log-likelihood for


























































= (−pi1 + I{ti=1}, . . . ,−piM−1 + I{ti=M−1})⊗Xi. (4.33)
















































































GPS estimated by ordinal logistic regression model
When the GPS is estimated from the ordinal logistic regression (OLR):
log
P [T ≤ t|X
1− P [T ≤ t|X]
= αt +Xβ (t = 0, 1, . . . ,M− 2), (4.34)










From equation (4.34), we have
















(t = 1, . . . ,M− 2),




Note that the log-likelihood for the entire sample is given by








(ti0 log pi0 + ti1 log pi1 + . . .+ tiM−1 log piM−1), (4.37)
where tit = 1 if the subject i receives k
th treatment, and tit = 0 otherwise. Let denote













































































































































































, if t = 1, . . . ,M− 2;
1
1 + eαM−2+Xβ
, if t =M− 1.

















































































 , if ti =M− 1.
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Appendix C
This section includes the building blocks of the R-codes used in the three projects.
A.6 R code and STAN code for Hierarchical Mixed Eect Hurdle Model for Time
and Spatially Correlated Count Data and its Bayesian Analysis
The STAN code and the R code of the important parts of Chapter 2 are provided in
this section.
STAN code:
### Negative Binomial Hurdle Model
### New Full Data , m=26 variables









































if (y[n] == 0)
target += binomial_logit_lpmf(0|1,X_fixed[n,]* beta+
a*(X_statetime[n,]*sT+X_spline[n,]*sp)+X_time[n,]* time1);
else
target += binomial_logit_lpmf(1|1,X_fixed[n,]* beta+
a*(X_statetime[n,]*sT+X_spline[n,]*sp)+X_time[n,]* time1)
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+ neg_binomial_2_log_lpmf(y[n] | X_fixed[n,]* gamma+
d*(X_statetime[n,]*sT+X_spline[n,]*sp)+X_time[n,]* time2,phi)-



























if (y[n] == 0)
loglik_store[n] = binomial_logit_lpmf(0|1,X_fixed[n,]* beta+
a*(X_statetime[n,]*sT+X_spline[n,]*sp)+X_time[n,]* time1);
else
loglik_store[n] = binomial_logit_lpmf(1|1,X_fixed[n,]* beta+
a*(X_statetime[n,]*sT+X_spline[n,]*sp)+X_time[n,]* time1)
+ neg_binomial_2_log_lpmf(y[n] | X_fixed[n,]* gamma+
d*(X_statetime[n,]*sT+X_spline[n,]*sp)+
X_time[n,]* time2,phi)































options(mc.cores = parallel :: detectCores ())
########## making the knot points





by = ((max(coord[,1])-min(coord[,1]) )/(15 - 1))),4)
long15 <- round(seq(min(coord[,2]),max(coord[,2]),
by = ((max(coord[,2])-min(coord[,2]) )/(20 - 1))),4)











a1 <- lat1 * rad
a2 <- long1 * rad
b1 <- lat2 * rad
b2 <- long2 * rad
dlon <- b2 - a2
dlat <- b1 - a1
a <- (sin(dlat/2))^2 + cos(a1) * cos(b1) * (sin(dlon/2))^2
c <- 2 * atan2(sqrt(a), sqrt(1 - a))
R <- 6378.145




for(i in 1: dim(coord)[1]){






knot.mat <- matrix ### OUR DESIRED NUMBER OF KNOTS
##############################################
####### subsetting the data for ##############
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######## Defining some constants #########
##########################################
st.n <- length(unique(data.new$state)) ### no. of states
stc.n <- length(unique(data.new$county )) ### no. of counties
T <- length(unique(data.new$year)) ### no. of years
mu0 <- as.vector(rep(0,T))
var1 <- var2 <- diag(T)
N <- dim(data.new)[1] ### total data in medium data










####### Renaming the factors of state into numbers
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index.state <- data.new$state





#### indexing for county
index.county <- data.new$county
for(i in 1:length(levels(data.new$county ))){
levels(index.county )[ levels(index.county )==
levels(data.new$county )[i]] <- i
}
#### indexing for year
data.new$year <- factor(data.new$year)
index.year <- data.new$year




#### indexing for statetime






























X.statetime[,i] <- ifelse(index.statetime ==i,1,0)
}
#################################################
######## Computation of Distance Matrix #########
#################################################
library(geosphere)






for(i in 1: dim(coord)[1]){










###### Create Initial values from above ######
##############################################
norandom <- read.table("random_negbin_1.txt")
# norandom is the stan output without random effect
gamma.init <- norandom[1:m,1]
beta.init <- norandom [(m+1):(2*m),1]
gamma.var <- matrix(rep(0,m*m),ncol=m,byrow = TRUE)
beta.var <- matrix(rep(0,m*m),ncol=m,byrow = TRUE)
diag(gamma.var) <- norandom[1:m,2]







a.table <- b.table <- d.table <- sigma.sp.table <-
sigma_county.table <- e.table <- inv_rho_sq.table <- rep(0,3)




gamma.table[,1] <- round(mvrnorm(1,gamma.init ,gamma.var),3)















gamma.table[,2] <- round(mvrnorm(1,gamma.init ,gamma.var),3)
















gamma.table[,3] <- round(mvrnorm(1,gamma.init ,gamma.var),3)















######## Defining some constants again #########
#################################################
st.n <- length(unique(data.new$state)) ### no. of states
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stc.n <- length(unique(data.new$county )) ### no. of counties
T <- length(unique(data.new$year)) ### no. of years
mu0 <- as.vector(rep(0,T))
var1 <- var2 <- diag(T)
N <- dim(data.new)[1] ### total data in medium data






m <- 1+dim(subset1)[2] ### no. of covariates
k <- dim(knot.mat)[1] ### no. of knot points
##################################################
######### Added state , county effect #############
##################################################
full_negbin_data <- list(N=N,m=m,k=k, T=T, st_n=st.n,
stc_n=stc.n, mu0=mu0, y=data.new$y, X_fixed=X.fixed ,
P=P, nu=nu, Sigma=Sigma , X_spline=spline.design ,
prelim_mat=prelim.mat , X_statetime=X.statetime ,

















full_fit <- stan(file = 'negbin_statetime_spline.stan',
data = full_negbin_data , control=list(metric="diag_e"),




A.7 R code for Comparisons of Average Treatment Eects for Multiple Groups when
Outcome is Ordinal and Confounding Exists
The important functions used for generating data, simulation and case study in Chap-
ter 3 are provided below.
Functions:
BoxCox <- function(x, lambda ){
Fx <- sapply(x,function(x) {
if(lambda ==0) stop("lambda should not be zero")
if(lambda >0 & x < -1/lambda ){ return(0)}
if(lambda <0 & x > -1/lambda ){ return(1)}








BoxCox_Inverse <- function(q,lambda ){
((q/(1-q))^lambda -1)/ lambda
}
#### Generating the data













function(i,j) i!=j)] <- rho1
corMat2 <- diag(length(mu))
corMat2[outer(1:nrow(corMat2), 1:ncol(corMat2),
function(i,j) i!=j)] <- rho2
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covMat1 <- stddev %*% t(stddev) * corMat1
covMat2 <- stddev %*% t(stddev) * corMat2
dat1 <- mvrnorm(n = N, mu = mu, Sigma = covMat1,
empirical = FALSE)





















TProb = cbind(exp(z.trt%*% Beta1), exp(z.trt%*% Beta2),
exp(z.trt%*% Beta3), exp(z.trt%*% Beta4))
sum <- apply(TProb , 1, sum)
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TProb <- TProb/sum
TChoices = t(apply(TProb , 1, rmultinom , n = 1, size = 1))







## Drawing probabilities from OLR
alph <- c(-log(3),0,log(3))
#beta.true <- c(0,-0.1,-0.2,-0.3,-0.3,-0.2,-0.1)
z1 <- exp(alph[1]-z.trt%*% beta.true)
z2 <- exp(alph[2]-z.trt%*% beta.true)







TChoices = t(apply(TProb , 1, rmultinom , n = 1, size= 1))












z1 <- alpha[1]-z.resp %*% gamma.true
z2 <- alpha[2]-z.resp %*% gamma.true






temp.y <- apply(p,1,function(x) rmultinom(1,1,x))
Y0 <- apply(temp.y,2,which.max) #;Y;table(Y)/N
### T1
z1 <- alpha[1]-tau[1]-z.resp %*% gamma.true
z2 <- alpha[2]-tau[1]-z.resp %*% gamma.true







temp.y <- apply(p,1,function(x) rmultinom(1,1,x))
Y1 <- apply(temp.y,2,which.max) #;Y;table(Y)/N
### T2
z1 <- alpha[1]-tau[2]-z.resp %*% gamma.true
z2 <- alpha[2]-tau[2]-z.resp %*% gamma.true






temp.y <- apply(p,1,function(x) rmultinom(1,1,x))
Y2 <- apply(temp.y,2,which.max) #;Y;table(Y)/N
### T3
z1 <- alpha[1]-tau[3]-z.resp %*% gamma.true
z2 <- alpha[2]-tau[3]-z.resp %*% gamma.true






temp.y <- apply(p,1,function(x) rmultinom(1,1,x))







z1 <- exp(alpha[1]-z.resp %*% gamma.true)
z2 <- exp(alpha[2]-z.resp %*% gamma.true)






temp.y <- apply(p,1,function(x) rmultinom(1,1,x))
Y0 <- apply(temp.y,2,which.max) #;Y;table(Y)/N
### T1
z1 <- exp(alpha[1]-tau[1]-z.resp %*% gamma.true)
z2 <- exp(alpha[2]-tau[1]-z.resp %*% gamma.true)






temp.y <- apply(p,1,function(x) rmultinom(1,1,x))
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Y1 <- apply(temp.y,2,which.max) #;Y;table(Y)/N
### T2
z1 <- exp(alpha[1]-tau[2]-z.resp %*% gamma.true)
z2 <- exp(alpha[2]-tau[2]-z.resp %*% gamma.true)






temp.y <- apply(p,1,function(x) rmultinom(1,1,x))
Y2 <- apply(temp.y,2,which.max) #;Y;table(Y)/N
### T3
z1 <- exp(alpha[1]-tau[3]-z.resp %*% gamma.true)
z2 <- exp(alpha[2]-tau[3]-z.resp %*% gamma.true)






temp.y <- apply(p,1,function(x) rmultinom(1,1,x))









###### Potential Outcomes ######
## F1 ##
lambda <- 1+tau[1]
z11 <- alpha[1]-tau[1]-z.resp %*% gamma.true
z12 <- alpha[2]-tau[1]-z.resp %*% gamma.true






temp.y1 <- apply(p1,1,function(x) rmultinom(1,1,x))
Y1 <- apply(temp.y1,2,which.max) #;Y;table(Y)/N
## F2 ##
lambda <- 1+tau[2]
z11 <- alpha[1]-tau[2]-z.resp %*% gamma.true
z12 <- alpha[2]-tau[2]-z.resp %*% gamma.true
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temp.y2 <- apply(p2,1,function(x) rmultinom(1,1,x))
Y2 <- apply(temp.y2,2,which.max) #;Y;table(Y)/N
## F3 ##
lambda <- 1+tau[3]
z11 <- alpha[1]-tau[3]-z.resp %*% gamma.true
z12 <- alpha[2]-tau[3]-z.resp %*% gamma.true






temp.y3 <- apply(p3,1,function(x) rmultinom(1,1,x))
Y3 <- apply(temp.y3,2,which.max) #;Y;table(Y)/N
## F0 ##
z01 <- alpha[1]-z.resp %*% gamma.true
z02 <- alpha[2]-z.resp %*% gamma.true







temp.y0 <- apply(p0,1,function(x) rmultinom(1,1,x))







### Wilcoxon kernal functions
wilcoxon = function(y0,y1) {
mat.kernel=mat.or.vec(length(y0), length(y1))
wil.knl <-function(x0,x1){(x0<x1)+0.5*(x0==x1)}





### Function to calculate the multiple -sample adj U-stat
########################################################
#######################################################




n.tot=length(data$g) # no. of obs , group assignment in g
groups <-sort(unique(data$g))
ng=length(unique(data$g)) # how many groups
npg <-as.vector(table(data$g)) #no of obs per group
nv=dim(as.matrix(data$z))[2] # no of covariates
wt<-prop.score <-rep(0,n.tot)
np=(ng-1)*nv # number of parameters in multinomial reg
s=as.matrix( mat.or.vec(n.tot , np) ) # si in the
#estimating equation ,
# the matrix the derivative of loglikelihood
#function gamma
theta=as.matrix(mat.or.vec(n.tot , np))
## the matrix: the derivative of ln(w(zi, gi, gamma))
## w.r.t. gamma









## the inverse of the second derivative w.r.t. gamma
## Calculate Si in the estimating equation for
## estimating gamma
## calculate weights





for (i in 1:n.tot) {fv0[i,data$g[i]]=fv0[i,data$g[i]]+1}
fv1<-fv0[,c(-1)]
for (i in 1:n.tot) {s[i,]=as.vector(fv1[i,]%o%data$z[i,])}
## Define theta , the derivative of ln w(zi,gi,gamma)
##wrt gamma using KW
for (i in 1:n.tot) {





## The following comparing every other versus group 1
########################################################





psai <-matrix(NA, nrow=n.tot , ncol=ng-1)
set1<-c(1)
#j<-2
















## Define Cn ##
Cn <- rep(-Inf , np)
A<-theta[ind1 ,]; B<-theta[ind2,]
#p<-1




















P.Val <-c(P.Val , 2*pnorm(-abs(u.hat[j-1]-0.5)/
sqrt(var.12)))
}
#### Perform the overall test
for (i in 2:(ng-1)) # u-stat i vs 1



















Stat.Wald <-t(u.hat -0.5)%*% solve(var.u)%*%(u.hat -0.5)
p.val <-pchisq(Stat.Wald , df=ng-1, ncp = 0,
lower.tail = FALSE)
####### Pairwise comparison
for (i in 2:(ng-1))
{ set1<-c(i)




















## Define Cn ##
Cn <- rep(-Inf , np)
A<-theta[ind1 ,]; B<-theta[ind2,]
#p<-1




















P.Val <-c(P.Val , 2*pnorm(-abs(u.hat12-0.5)/sqrt(var.12)))
}
}
Pairwise <-cbind(SET1, SET2, U, SD, P.Val)
colnames(Pairwise)<-c("SET1", "SET2", "U-stat", "SD",
"P.Val")









n.tot=length(data$g) # no of obs , group assignment in g
groups <-sort(unique(data$g))
ng=length(unique(data$g)) # how many groups
npg <-as.vector(table(data$g)) #no of obs per group
nv=dim(as.matrix(data$z))[2] # number of covariates
wt<-wt.tilde <-prop.score <-rep(0,n.tot)
np=(ng-1)*nv # number of parameters in multinomial reg
s=as.matrix( mat.or.vec(n.tot , np) ) # si in the
## estimating equation ,




## the matrix: the derivative of ln(w(zi, gi, gamma))
## w.r.t. gamma










## the inverse of the second derivative w.r.t. gamma




Xbeta.alph <-mat.or.vec(n.tot , ng-1)





fv[,1]<- Cumul.p[,1]; fv[,ng]<-1- Cumul.p[,ng-1];




np=(ng-1)+(nv-1) # number of parameters in ordinal reg
s<-theta <-mat.or.vec(n.tot , np) # si derivetive
## li/gamma
#i<-1



















## The following comparing every other versus group 1
########################################################





psai <-matrix(NA, nrow=n.tot , ncol=ng-1)
set1<-c(1)
#j<-2
















## Define Cn ##
Cn <- rep(-Inf , np)
A<-theta[ind1 ,]; B<-theta[ind2,]
#p<-1

















#for (g in set12)
# {ind <-which(data$g==g)













#### Perform the overall test
for (i in 2:(ng-1)) # u-stat i vs 1


















Stat.Wald <-t(u.hat -0.5)%*% solve(var.u)%*%(u.hat -0.5)
p.val <-pchisq(Stat.Wald , df=ng-1, ncp = 0,
lower.tail = FALSE)
####### Pairwise comparison
for (i in 2:(ng-1))
{ set1<-c(i)




















## Define Cn ##
Cn <- rep(-Inf , np)
A<-theta[ind1 ,]; B<-theta[ind2,]
#p<-1


























Pairwise <-cbind(SET1, SET2, U, SD, P.Val)
colnames(Pairwise)<-c("SET1", "SET2", "U-stat", "SD",
"P.Val")












########## GPS based adjustment regression ##########
################################################
#################################################






ind1 <- length(unique(g));ind2 <- ind1+1;ind3 <- ind2+1;









p.WT <- WT$result [[1]][3]





sup12 <- pnorm(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind2,1]-summary(M4)$
coeff[ind1,1])/ sqrt(2))
sup23 <- pnorm(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind3,1]-summary(M4)$
coeff[ind2,1])/ sqrt(2))
sup13 <- pnorm(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind3,1]-summary(M4)$
coeff[ind1,1])/ sqrt(2))







Var_sup12 <- 0.5*(dnorm(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind2,1]-
summary(M4)$coeff[ind1,1])/ sqrt(2)))^2*t(c(-1,1))%*%
v3[c(1,2),c(1,2)]%*%c(-1,1)
Var_sup23 <- 0.5*(dnorm(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind3,1]-
summary(M4)$coeff[ind2,1])/ sqrt(2)))^2*t(c(-1,1))%*%
v3[c(2,3),c(2,3)]%*%c(-1,1)




















ind1 <- length(unique(g));ind2 <- ind1+1;ind3 <- ind2+1;
M4 <- clm(factor(y) ~ factor(g)+ e, link="logit", data=data)
v3 <- vcov(M4)[ind1:ind3,ind1:ind3]
##########################
###### Overall Test ######
##########################
coef <- summary(M4)$coeff[ind1:ind3,1]
WT <- wald.test(Sigma=vcov(M4),b=coef(M4), Terms=ind1:ind3)
p.WT <- WT$result [[1]][3]












sup23 <- exp(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind3,1]-summary(M4)$
coeff[ind2,1])/ sqrt(2))/(1+exp(( summary(M4)$
coeff[ind3,1]-summary(M4)$coeff[ind2,1])/ sqrt(2)))
sup13 <- exp(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind3,1]-summary(M4)$
coeff[ind1,1])/ sqrt(2))/(1+exp(( summary(M4)$
coeff[ind3,1]-summary(M4)$coeff[ind1,1])/ sqrt(2)))











































nd2 <- ind1+1;ind3 <- ind2+1;
M4 <- clm(factor(y) ~ factor(g) + z.2 + z.3 + z.4 +
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p.WT <- WT$result [[1]][3]




sup12 <- pnorm(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind2,1]-summary(M4)$
coeff[ind1,1])/ sqrt(2))
sup23 <- pnorm(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind3,1]-summary(M4)$
coeff[ind2,1])/ sqrt(2))
sup13 <- pnorm(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind3,1]-summary(M4)$
coeff[ind1,1])/ sqrt(2))








Var_sup12 <- 0.5*(dnorm(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind2,1]-
summary(M4)$coeff[ind1,1])/ sqrt(2)))^2*t(c(-1,1))%*%
v3[c(1,2),c(1,2)]%*%c(-1,1)
Var_sup23 <- 0.5*(dnorm(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind3,1]-
summary(M4)$coeff[ind2,1])/ sqrt(2)))^2*t(c(-1,1))%*%
v3[c(2,3),c(2,3)]%*%c(-1,1)



















ind1 <- length(unique(g));ind2 <- ind1+1;
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ind3 <- ind2+1;
M4 <- clm(factor(y) ~ factor(g)+ z.2 + z.3 +
z.4 + z.5+ z.6 + z.7 + z.8+ z.9 + z.10 +
z.11 + z.12 + z.13, link="logit", data=data)
v3 <- vcov(M4)[ind1:ind3,ind1:ind3]
##########################





p.WT <- WT$result [[1]][3]







sup12 <- exp(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind2,1]-summary(M4)$
coeff[ind1,1])/ sqrt(2))/(1+exp(( summary(M4)$
coeff[ind2,1]-summary(M4)$coeff[ind1,1])/ sqrt(2)))
sup23 <- exp(( summary(M4)$coeff[ind3,1]-summary(M4)$
coeff[ind2,1])/ sqrt(2))/(1+exp(( summary(M4)$
coeff[ind3,1]-summary(M4)$coeff[ind2,1])/ sqrt(2)))




















































########## Stratified U stat ##########
#######################################
wilcoxon_var <- function(y1,y0){






















































varS_sup02, varS_sup03, varS_sup12, varS_sup23, varS_sup13)





A.8 R code for Generalized Spatiotemporal Additive Model Implemented in R and
Its Application to Assessing Overuse of Antibiotics Drugs for Upper Respiratory
Tract Infections in Kentucky
Important portions of R codes to analyze the generalized spatiotemporal additive










######### URIdata is the final data ########
############################################
URIdata <- readRDS("URI_allzip_final.rds", refhook=NULL)
str(URIdata)
###############################################

































































































URI_bam <- bam(Antibacterial~s(Age , bs="cr")+Sex+Race+
Region_Code+s(Pediatrician_per10000, bs="cr")+
s(Unemploy_rate , bs="cr")+s(Perc_poverty , bs="cr") +
year_cont+ cos2pi+cos4pi+cos6pi+cos8pi+cos10pi+
sin2pi+sin6pi+sin8pi+sin10pi+
s(zip_lat , zip_long , bs="tp")+ Provider_NPI_ID,
#sp=c(URI_prac$zip_lat , URI_prac$zip_long),
data = URIdata , family = binomial(link = "logit"))
proc.time()-tm
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